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Today last day to sign up for C.U. Pinball Tournament
Today is the last day to sign up for the 1st Annual
Pinball Tournament. Scheduled for tomorrow at noon in
the C.U. Games Area, all participants must sign up at the
desk by 5 p.m.
Trophies will be awarded to the top four pinball wizards.
Entry fee is 50 cents.
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Three arrests made
in anti-war blockade
By STEVE SMYTHE
Three SJS students were arrested yesterday as 100 anti -war demonstrators erected
a symbolic human blockade of the North
wing ground level entrances to MacQuarrie
Hall.
Charged with disturbing the peace of a
college campus and resisting arrest were
Christopher Koeber, 18, of Markham Hall,
and Mark Neer, 18, 385 E. William St.
Also arrested was Robert Kreger, 19,
Washburn Hall, charged with disturbing the
peace and disturbing the peace of a college
campus.
All charges are misdemeanors, and the
defendants were released last night on their
own recognizance.
The arrests were made after an SJS
student and off -duty policeman identified
as Pat Dwyer attempted to gain entrance to
the building.
Entrances had been blocked by anti -war
demonstrators as a symbolic protest of
Pres. Nixon’s blockading of North Vietnamese ports last week.
Eyewitnesses reported that Dwyer had
approached students blocking the East entrance, became embroiled in an argument,
and was pulled from the crowd by a state

college security officer, who wished to remain unnamed.
Witnesses further stated that Dwyer then
talked w ith campus security personnel, before
attempting to force entry through students
stationed at the West entrance.
"Security followed him over," attested
Sharon Hall, a New College student," and
then he (Dwyer) said, ’I’m going into the
building, and you’re not man enough to
stop me!’ "
She stated Dwyer grabbed Koeber around
the neck and dragged him to the ground,
and that security officers stepped into the
melee and beat Koeber.
"The whole thing was premeditated,"
charged Doug O’Neil, who also witnessed
the incident.
He alleged that Dwyer had
planned the incident with campus security.
A state college policeman in civilian
dress, labeled by witnesses as the one
who had pulled Dwyer away from the first
confrontation, stated that "there was a man
who wanted to go in. He tried to get through
and they (demonstrators) prevented him.
"A fight ensued --or rather they jumped
him," the officer alleged, "and we made
arrests.."
Security Chief Earnest Quinton recalled

"We settled a couple ol others (attempted
entries) without any problem." He said,
he advised persons desiring to enter the
building "to take another route."
That route available was a stairwell in the
South section of the building, the door of
which, Quinton stated, he had personally
unlocked after students had asked for assistance from security to gain admittance.
"We didn’t mind that they stay there as
long as they didn’t block the door," he
asserted.
"I was just going to ask them
to allow people in."
A crowd of 500-600 students had gathered
at noon to hear an impassioned plea from
anti -war activist and draft resistance leader
David Harris, who urged that Americans
act to halt the war in Vietnam.
"We’re the only thing that stands between
those people and extermination," he said.
He stated that one available recourse
to Americans willing to stop the war is the
air war initiative. This document would give
the California public in November the opportunity to call for a bombing halt, withdrawal of military, political and financial
support to Vietnam.
Following Harris’ speech was a faculty led peach march through downtown San Jose.

At tomorrow’s rally

Angela appearance anticipated
While massive public support is anticipated for tomorrow’s local rally against the war,
racism arid oppression, organizers are still
awaiting word whether Angela Davis will be
allowed to appear.
"We’re going on the assumption that
Angela will speak," Dr. Jack Kurzweil, SJS
professor and one of several rally coordinators, said yesterday.
"But the decision
could take place Saturday morning."
Miss Davis is currently free on bail, being tried in San Jose for murder, kidnap and
conspiracy in connection with the aborted
Mann County Courthouse escape attempt
Aug. 7, 1970.
Conditions of her bail prohibit her from
attending public rallies or meetings without
the permission of presiding Superior Court
Judge Richard E. Arnason.
The request for permission "was made
a few weeks ago," Dr. Kurzweil added, but
no reply has been issued.
"We’re just trying, at this point, to keep
him from saying no," he intimated. "Then
he can’t change his mind."
The rally, scheduled for William Street
Park, won approval from the San Jose City
Council Monday, although councilmen declined to endorse its goals, including "an
end to police violence in our streets" and
freedom for all political prisoners.
The list of scheduled speakers includes
Richard Hatcher, Black mayor of Gary,
hid., Delia Alvarez, sister of the first
American pilot taken prisoner by the North

Vietnamese
in 1964, Sister Elizabeth
McAllister, one of the Harrisburg Seven
defendants, and representatives from the
United Farm Workers and Longshoremen’s
Unions.
A number of local speakers are also expected to address a crowd which could reach
10,000.
Several entertainers, including Black
songstress Roberta Flack, will be in.attendance.
Several busloads of people are anticipated
from the Bay Area and Los Angeles, but Dr.
Kurzweil indicated that "the rally will be
very well secured.
"We will permit no provocation and no
trashing," he said.
"People need not be
afraid to come."
Arrangements have been made to open
the campus parking garages, he added, and
the parking lot bordered by Third and Fourth,
San Fernando and San Carlos streets.
Sponsorship for the rally exceeds 70 organizations, Dr. Kurzweil continued, including the farm workers, International Longshoremen and Warehousemen’s Union, Southern Christian Leadership Conference, Vietnam Veterans Against the War, San Jose
Women’s Center, Peoples Coalition for Peace
and Justice, Asians For Community Action
and the National United Committee to Free
Angela Davis.
"This is the last opportunity for a major
demonstration against the war before the
summer,’ Dr. Kurzweil cautioned.

In other anti -war activity, SJS activists
have scheduled a rally on Seventh Street today at 12:30 p.m., in the wake of a confrontation between demonstrators and campus
security police yesterday.

Chisholm’s determined
despite political suicide
By JOYCE KRIEG
Special to the Daily
Rep. Shirley Chisholm told a highly enthusiastic audience at SJS last night that
she realizes she may be committing political
suicide by running for president, but she’s
determined to carry on her fight.
It was standing room only in the College
Union Ballroom when the feisty Democrat
said, "maybe we need more people willing
to commit political suicide" to be "the instrument to shake everybody up in the system."
A cloud of heavy security hovered over
Mrs. Chisholm’s appearance. At least 12
Secret Service agents, a new addition to her
campaign entourage since the Wallace assassination attempt, surrounded the speaker’s
platform and escorted the candidate into the
hall.
"I don’t mind being politically expendable
if I can only bring about change in this
country," she emphasized, pounding the
flower bedecked podium.
"What’s wrong with a black for vicepresident, a woman for the head of HEW?"
she continued to wild applause and whistling

Mrs. Chisholm emphasized she will not
drop out of the presidential race just to keep
the liberal vote from splitting. When she ran
for Congress in New York City’s BedfordStuyvesant ghetto in 1968, she was running
against another liberal in the primary. She
said several people asked her to drop out
of the race.
"Last hired, first fired," she put it.
She exhorted the listeners, mostly young
people and a smattering of children, to send
her to the Democratic convention with enough
delegate strength to be influential. At this
point, she trails far behind other contenders
Hubert Humphrey, George Wallace and
George McGovern.
"It was a little black woman who led
300 people out ot bondage. It was a little
black woman who refused to sit in the back
of the bus, and it could be a black woman
who bring us back together." she concluded
to a sustained standing ovation.
Mrs. Chisholm took time to lance into to
for
the
Democratic
contenders
Hubert
presidential
nomination,
Continued on Page 3

Attorneys granted temporary delay
Defense attorneys for Angela Davis were granted a short uelay in presenting their case
yesterday after assuring Superior Court Judge Richard Arnason they would present an
"abbreviated defense."
"We believe the defense will be able to complete its case in very short order," chief
defense attorney Howard Moore Jr. told the court, adding that he expected the trial to be
finished in 12 days.
Before entering the court for a brief morning session. Moore indicated the defense
might not offer any witnesses.
"There is a substantial possibility we won’t go forward with any witnesses," Moore
said.
The prosectuion rested its case Monday after seven weeks of testimony. There is a
defense motion before Judge Arnason asking him to dismiss the case for lack of evidence.

New council previews
various student ideas
Housing, newspapers and other proposals for the coming year were
heard by next year’s student council in forums held yesterday and
Wednesday.
The forums, sponsored by the Third World Coalition (TWC), were
designed to give students an opportunity to air complaints and present
ideas to the incoming council.
TWC holds 17 of the 20 seats for
next year’s board.
For the most part, councilmen reserved comment on proposals.
However, the sessions were taped and Armando Flores, chairing
the meetings, noted the TWC intends to further study proposals
expressed by students.
Several campus organizations representatives voiced complaints
about the inadequacy of the Spartan Daily and requested alternate
publications.
Larry Lee, Pan-African Union (PAU), proposed a Third World
magazine to be published once a month. He stipulated the magazine
would be divided into sections, with each group having editorial
control over its own section.
Dennis Allen, president of the PAU, further noted, "There’s a
need for another paper sensitive to the needs of Third World people

in the community and the San Jose College community." He complained the Daily lacked this sensitivity.
"The Daily has been unwilling or unable to fulfill the needs of
Third World people on campus," he added.
Three members of the A.S. Housing Board requested council
attention during the two day forums.
Among recommendations proposed by Scott Lafavre, Bud Carney,
and Jay Marder are development of a general plan for the campus
community, an A.S. Planning Agency, further investigation into student
needs in housing, and strengthening of the Tenant’s Union.
A proposal for a student public relations departmert was vesented
by Jim Hellman, president of the Tri-M, marketing club.
He suggested a Campus Communications Center "to coordinate
information on campus for clubs and organizations."
He proposed the Center would supply posters, brochures, publicity
releases, develop press kits, and prepare advertisments. The Center
would be manned by students from the Graphics,Journalism. Advertising
and Public Relations departments.
Students doing work in the center would gain practical
Continued on Page 3

Dilemma of the disabled students probed

’Is college really worth it to get a job?’
By GEORGE REDE
Special to the Daily
First of Two Parts
Shunned and shoved aside for years by
proApective employers because of the wheelchair he carried like a turtle’s shell, the
disabled college student is reaching out.now
and grasping every employment opportunity
that comes his way.
But unlike any other disadvantaged student, the permanently disabled student is
faced with a seemingly awesome question:
Is it really worth it to get a job?
The effort put forth by a disabled student to attend college and to just live life
In general goes unappreciated by almost
everyone. The added effort aimed at getting
a job is taxing and may prove, in the end,
to be fruitless.
The disabled student has to consider
his nagging and permanent condition. He
will always be confined to a wheelchair. The
problems he incurs because of that reality
are inescapable. He has to live with them.
Thus, when seeking employment, the disabled student must find a job that pays
enough to cover his costly and never-ending
medical expenses. In addition, the place of
employment must be accessible to him.
If there are stairs but no elevator, he can’t
work there.
Physically demanding jobs are out of
the question, of course, so education is
almost imperative if the disabled student
wants to be able to support himself. College
expenses are costly and the student must
be able to find accessible housing and adequate transportation to and from the campus.
Even the buildings and campus topography
come under scutiny when the disabled person
is making his choice of colleges. He has
got to be able to move freely around campus
and get to his classes.
One SJS coed was forced to abandon her
journalism major because she couldn’t get
to classes on the second floor.

The prospective employer likewise has a
dilemma. He’d like to hire disabled people
but how can he consider someone who’ll
require building alterations when a "walkie"
poses no such problem.
Blacks and Chicanos have been hired
often to fill minority quotas.
Disabled
people have yet to reach that "status."
It’s an ominous dilemma, but not an insurmountable one.
David Landes, assistant professor of
economics at SJS, for one, successfully
got past the obstacles. Landes was the only
paraplegic at Washington University in St.
Louis 10 years ago where there were no
elevators ("School was horrendous.").
"The problem really goes deep into the
psyche of the American people --the concept
of physical beauty and strength," Landes
remarked.
"If you’re ugly or disabled,
people will feel sorry but not really attempt
to deal with you as a person.
"A lot of the problems we face are often
similar to what many other people face --a
lack of understanding and empathy, and
failure to accept people," he said.
"It all requires a pretty heavy change
in the way we all view each other," he
said, stroking his reddish -brown beard. "Just
as women are seen as sex objects, we’ve
been looked at in a certain way. People,
parents, and counselors have lower expectations of you."
All is not hopeless, however, according
to Landes. "We’re better off than someone
who’s openly gay or who has had a history of
mental illness."
The Dean of Student Services office lists
some 166 permanently disabled students at
SJS for the spring 1972 semester.
A small group of those students banded
together at the start of the fall 1971 semester
to ease the difficulties of everyday campus
life. Dubbed the Disabled Students Union
(DSU), they’ve got ideas for the next academic
year to set up an office In the Student

Services and Activities center (to be located
in the old cafeteria on Ninth Street) and provide "peer advisement."
Richard Corsini, Chairman of the DSU,
reflected on the obstacles confronting a disabled student when he seeks full-time employment.
As chairman of the newly -established
DSU, Corsini has placed a great deal of
emphasis on the peer counseling program
to be set up next semester.
"It’s a really big step," he said enthusiastically.
"Hopefully. we’ll be able
to see the interests of disabled persons.
One aspect of the counseling might be to get
people into more realistic majors."
Dr. Paul Sakamoto, Dean of Students
Services, has indicated that work-study funds
(80 per cent funded by the federal government,
20 per cent by the college) are available
for the program and pointed out that allocations will be made July 1 on the SJS campus.
In addition, Corsini and DSU Vice Chairman Ray Zanella will submit a proposal by
Feb. 1 to the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare for federal funding. A
similar proposal was made two years ago,
Dr. Sakamoto noted, but denied because of a
lack of funds.
In spite of its goals, the DSU has been
plagued by apathy. Theoretically, all 166
disabled students are members, according
to Corsini.
However, meetings, usually
attract less than 15 persons and frequently
only three do the actual work.
"The apathy is probably a matter of
Ignorance," Corsini mused. "More involvement would sure as hell make us more effective."
Vice Chairman Zanella, a junior Electrical Engineering major, dismisses the low
numbers. "We are a service organization -not a tea party. Besides, what’s the purpose
of having a large body of inactive members?"
Corsini said that A.S. government and the
CSUSJ administration have both been re-

sponsive to the aspirations of the DSU.
A.S. Council has given DSU "about $300"
in special allocations to gather information
and make trips to Berkeley (Physically Disabled Students office) and Anaheim (California Association of Physically Disabled
convention).
The
administration, meanwhile,
is

’’genuinely concerned," Corsini believes, but
a lack of coordination and money problems
have hampered it.
"I see the administration as being able to
do more and faster than it’s doing," Corsini
declared. "In terms of real action, there’s
been a disappointing amount," he said.
Continued on Page 5
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EDITORIAL

Budget approval urged
After some delay, confusion,
debate and a marathon meeting,
A.S. Council has finally formulated and approved its version of
the 1972-73 budget. The budget
is late, but it’s here and it’s
pretty fair.
By no means, however, is the
budget perfect. Nearly every program and organization requesting
funds received less than requested.
Some were not funded. Moreover,
Council’s budget is -till Council’s:
it lacks the signatures of A.S.
Pres. Mike Buck and SJS Pres.
John H. Bunzel.
However, in light of several
factors, Council’s unanimously approved budget seems equitable to
all concerned.
One encouraging aspect of the
proposed expenditures is Council’s
respect for this semester’s initiative election decision in favor of
continued A.S. funding of instructionally related programs.
The
Athletic
Department,
Spartan
Daily, Radio -Television News Center (RTNC), Music Departmentand
the Student Community Involvement
Program (SCIP) all received funding.
Although RTNC and the Daily
did not receive their full budget
requests, indications are favorable
that both programs are capable of
restoring the drop in funds themselves.
SCIP, on the other hand, got
what it asked for, to the penny,
and Council trimmed the Music
Department’s bid by only $2,000.
The new and probably very essential programs also received
promising support. With a$10,000
allocation, the SJS birth control
clinic should be in full operation
by next fall. A stable legal aid

program for students will also see
daylight with Council’s careful allocation of $10,000 now and a
matching amount after review and
evaluation next year.
This semester’s experiment in
legal aid was cut short when difficulties arose concerning funding
and college regulations. Next
year’s proposed program, however, will be offered by the University of Santa Clara Law Clinic,
which presently conducts a successful program at Foothill Community College.
The only problem about the budget centers on SJS athletics. Every
year, it seems the Athletic Department takes the biggest bite
of the budget, and this year is
no exception. Even though its request was cut substantially, athletics received one-third of the
The allocations also
budget.
carries a $54,035 account from
which individual athletes will receive scholarships.
Considering its lack of tangible contributions to SJS and considering its ability to attract alternative funding, it is questionable whether the Athletic Department deserves such a big chunk
of a tight budget.
Some programs requested funding, but were neglected by Council
because of the limited budget.
Hopefully most of the overlooked
programs, whose requests were
relatively small, can be funded
from next year’s expected $45,000
special allocation account.
The 1972-73 budget may have
been late and rushed, but it is
basically a good budget. We therefore urge its approval by both
Buck and Pres. Bunzel.

Staff Comments

Theatre groups overlook prison audience
Ask your favorite theatre class or
local producer why they don’t see
about performing in a prison and these
are the answer., you are likely tuget.
We’re not funded for outside productions, the prisoners won’t go for
our type of play, "they" will make it
impossibly hard to carry out, "they"
won’t let us and our "regular" public
won’t like it.
Uh huh. Well, it is a proven fact
at SJS that a class or lab that’s put
together something it’s inordinately
proud of can and has kept the basic
personnel intact for summer, offcampus productions. Minimal funding and equipment appears like magic.
That’s right, hocus-pocus. A little
sincere pressure on the right people
type of magic.
Groups
who have performed
various types of plays in women’s
and men’s institutions have published
their experiences in theatre magazines.
Here are some ideas suggested by interviews in the April
edition of Performance:
Prisoners tend to go for anything
that is relevant to the human condition, is not suburban froth, is emo-

b, Bell, Harju
tional and raises questions in the
mind. In short, Noel Coward, Neil
Simon and "No, No Nanette" are
not likely to be biggies.
Dramatists reflecting on their prison productions hypothesize that
people in isolation from the outside
world tend to become philosophical,
metaphysical and existential, even
when those words are not part of
their vocaculary.
"Waiting
for
Godot," with its complex themes of
man’s abandonment in the void of
existence, astounded everyone 10
years ago or so when it was repeated
by prisoner request in San Quentin.
Samuel Beckett’s other plays are still
among the best received there and
elsewhere.
Any theme dealing with a form
of imprisonment of the soul, body,
mind, spirit, etc., goes over well,
Jean Genet, Sam
as expected.
Shepard, Adrienne Kennedy, Sean
O’Casey, Strindberg--an endless list
of realistic and abstract playwrights
dealing with intensely human themes
have been added with comparable
success.
Officials
hand dramatists a

tedious, complex list of do’s and
don’ts which must be stricltly adhered to, but in the long run seldom
censor anything (nudity and graphic
sexual scenes are wisely altered -one does not tease).
Their main
complaint
seems to be theatre
doesn’t often ask to perform.
Many of the plays performed recently at SJS, especially the Creative
Associates and other lab offerings
are, with strippedhdown sets, good
for prison productions. If one wanted
to consider examples, that is.
Can theatres serve this captive
audience without incurring censure
from their regular" public, or possibly their school? It’s a matter
for the conscience to decide. The
public and sometimes boards of
trustees are a fickle lot.
SJS, I am constantly reminded,
is preparing, mainly, future teachers.
Yet, how many teachers today survey
the realities of their work realizing,
regretfully, they once passed up an
irreplacable learning/teaching experience --one that would have made
them more valid, vital instructors.

Safety glass needed to prevent accidents
It was 4:30 last Wednesday and
time to leave the Spartan Daily for
the day. A beautiful young reporter
was laughing as she headed for the
door. She pushed the glass to open
the door.
Within a split second,
which seemed like an eternity, the
glass shattered.
As a result she
received multiple lacerations on her
face. Within an hour she was in the
hospital under the care of a doctor.
She now has approximately 30 stitches

by Bruce DeAngelis
on her face.
Day after day students around
campus walk through glass doors,
pushing the glass instead of the
handles without giving it a thought.
Many times freak accidents like this
happen, and it is let go without
anything being done about it. This
time let’s do something about it.
This campus can surely afford
to put safety glass in all entrances

requiring glass. Students are getting hurt.
I had hoped they would
replace the broken window with shatter proof glass, but they didn’t.
Get smart, campus.
Let’s do
something now before someone else
gets hurt. If you feel strongly about
this, let Pres. Bunzel and Buildings
and Grounds know about it.
This time it wasn’t too bad. Let’s
not let there be a next time when
someone might get killed.

POETRY

Against :II
9 May 1972
And where now (on an angry, selfreflecting day)
Would I go neatly on my way, if in
all truth I truly believe
This thing to be a deathly plague?
Would I grade papers, or sing, and
laugh after
A fitting brief respite, if someone
close to me had died today’?
Would I go merrily on my way, buy
the milk,
\nd quietly say, that is time for me to
go
\nd prepare myself for the picture
show -If I had learned today the cancer test
of my blood was positive?

Letters to the Editor

Self-righteous liberals

Would I lie out in the sun, read a book,
and get things done -If I had learned today tomorrow
would not be for me?

come out with shooting

"Of course not," you say, "those
things of which you speak
Would drive all ordinary things
away."

Editor:
Liberalism makes me sick. And
the recent attempted assassination of
George Wallace brought every selfrighteous liberal out from under his
rock, with flowery visions of the
"American Dream" and the alleged
"freedom of speech" which makes
America great.
The argument is: "Well, you may
not like what Wallace has to say,
but you’ve got to admit he has a
right to say whatever he thinks."
The trouble with the argument is
that it completely absolves a man
from any actions he may commit.
The fact is that George Wallace
not only speaks imperialism, racism
and repression, but he practices it
as well. Such a man, judged by his
actions rather than his rhetorte, has
proven himself the mortal enemy of
people of color throughout the world,

and deserves only the same fate
that the Neuremburg war criminals
received.
But the liberals rushed forward,
carrying the standard of truth, justice
and the American way, to defend
this dog’s right to carry on at the
people’s expense.
The Spartan Daily’s editorial expressed this backward view of the
world with all the rhetorical eloquence one could imagine.
But where were the liberals when
Malcom X was gunned down, when
Fred Hampton and Mark Clarke were
riddled with pig bullets, when Gregory
White was eliminated and while poor
and working people are assassinated
every day under the thumb of the
Nixons, the Reagans, the Rockefellers
and the Wallaces’? Under their rocks.
Phil Trounstine

Money lack inexcusable
Editor:
A few weeks ago, there was a
letter printed from a student who
was irate because nowhereon campus
could he (she?) write a check for cash.
Perhaps the Business Office and bookstore do not realize how inconvenient
this situation can be for students.
Many of us live in nearby apartments or dorms, and home is not
always as close as Sunnyvale or
even San Francisco. When one lives
away from home, a checking account
is practically a necessity.
The Associated Students Business
Office in the College Union will cash
checks up to the amount of $15
(until they run out of money, that is).
Usually, that is a sufficient arnmint
for a student’s immediate needs, and
If not lone can always cash another
check in the near future.
The Spartan Bookstore does students the service of cashing checks
up to the amount of $5. You can’t
get very far on that amount around
this area, but it’s a beginning.
Now, with two weeks of school
left, new policies have arisen. ASBO
is no longer cashing checks, and the

bookstore will accept checks for the
amount of purchase only!
I realize these practices are only
temporary, and as soon as the spring
semester is over, check -cashing will
resume as usual. But for now, many
students are going to experience
money problems. Not everyone has
their account at one of the banks in
downtown San Jose, and banks make a
habit of cashing only their own pieces
of printed paper.
So what’s a student with out-oftown checks and/or bank to do? Find
a rich friend? Good luck. Students
pay an $82 registration fee and among
the things they expect in return are
small services, such as check -cashing. With all the pressures brought
on by finals and in many cases
moving, students should not have to
worry about simple things such as
finding money for food and laundry.
We are now called a University.
If this school ever wants to be anything more than a "commuter college" it will have to begin offering
students services which can be termed
necessities.
Sharon Sussman

Then how in Hell -please answer me Can I pretend serenity, when I know
full well without a doubt,
That today my country’s soul was
lost; at least today the vestige of
moral rightness faded away’?
Eyeball to Eyeball

Letters to the Editor

Violence at street party
Editor:
Last Friday night started to be a
good night but things happened that
destroyed it for me, and many others.
The 12th Street people were giving
another of their fine street parties,
which was going very well until about
2 a.m., when a large group of bullies
who had joined the party. With no
particular reason to their wildness
they proceeded to beatup single individuals while acting as a group,
or should I say because of their
toughness and manhood they stuck
together and beat up one person at
a time.
Because of these actions most of
the crowd fled, which is a common
thing to do, but my main gripe is
that they offered no help, as a group
or as individuals, to the victims

of these assults.
In my opinion there is one thing
that matches violence in its senselessness and that is non-involvement.
I can understand people pushing far
away Vietnam out of almost their
heads but not a person getting the
shit kicked out of him right in front
of their faces.
All I can say is that I hope
people stop thinking about themselves all the time and maybe stick
their neck out once in a while to help
one another.
Jim Walker
(Editor’s Note: In a check with the
San Jose Police Department, the Spartan Daily found that the 12th Street
incident was listed as only a minor
disturbance. No further information
could be obtained.)

Who would steal a VW?
Editor:
What would a person want with a
yellow VW bug with two primed fenders? This is what I thought when I
walked up three flights of stairs to
find my car gone.
For a nickel in the College Union
you can get a chocolate covered
drumstick and for a quarter you can
get your car stolen from the Seventh
Street parking facility.
This may seem like another disenchanted student, but really it is a
plea for my term paper and history

book that are on the front seat.
OK, everybody’s got to make conYou can have my car,
cessions.
my history book and the term paper,
but please return my boyfriend’s
Hawaii pictures that were in the
glove compartment.
So, if you see a yellow VW bug with
the license plate DIviC 818, warn them
the transmission mounts are bad because I don’t want them to hurt themselves.
Candy Hargrave

We stand outlined, bare now at last,
A boldened bully with fist clenched fast
To strike and flay at every sight
Those who dare to walk on past,
Without kneeling down to kiss our
feet.
I am a part of that sad -hulked sight
If ignore I do the acts last night,
When Nixon and his bully crew
Flailed out and without a grain of
right
Put me inside the moral plight
Of knowing now my country’s wrong,
Wrong unto death -a boaster’s song!
Have I the moral fiber still, to say
It will not be so--so long as I shall
live?
Joe E. Armstrong
Faculty, School of Engineering
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By ANNE VOGEL
Wii e Editor

Wallace is receiving therapy
SILVER SPRINGS, Md. AP) --Alabama Gov. George
Wallace has begun receiving physical therapy, his doctors
said yesterday.
While the governor is said to be in good spirits, his doctors were pessimistic about his being able to resume campaigning before the Democratic national convention in July.
Doctors say one of the .38 -caliber slugs that ripped
into Wallace’s body may leave him a cripple.

Demo hopefuls arrive in state
LOS ANGELES (AP)- - -Sen. Hubert H. Humphrey and
George McGovern opened their crucial California presidential primary campaigning yesterday.
Humphrey opened his campaign by telling supporters
he was challenging McGovern to debate. Humphrey is
currently leading Democratic primary race according to
the latest opinion poll.
McGovern stayed in the state only long enough to receive
the endorsement of Corretta King, widow of the slain civil
rights leader, before moving on to Oregon to campaign
for that state’s primary. Humphrey is also on the ballot
in Oregon.

Luxery liner threatened
LONDON (AP) ---A caller demanding a $350,000 ransom
has threatened to blow up the luxury liner Queen Elizabeth
2 in the mid-Atlantic yesterday.

For beauty?

for boycott
(Continued from page 1)
experience while fulfilling
campus publicity needs, he
explained. He estimated the
project would cost $2,350.
The council also received
requests for support from
various political groups.
Salvador Alvarez, assistant professor, and member
of the Social Work masters
division of the Graduate department, asked the council
to "firmly commit itself to
the struggle of the farm
workers."
He read a letter from
Cesar Chavez, head of the
United Farmworkers Union,
requesting support in the
boycott of lettuce. Chavez
has begun a fast to emphasize the UFU’s demands.
Alvarez further requested the council "boycott and
speak out on legislation"
similar to legislation passed
in Arizona, Kansas, and
Idaho "outlawing not only
boycotts but the right for
farmworkers to hold elections and to strike."

Egg on the face
By ROSE CALHOUN
Special to the Daily
Tomatoes are for eating,
right? Wrong. Tomatoes are
for
tightening
enlarged
pores.
Beside tomatoes, there
are numerous other things
to be found in most refrigerators and cabinets that do
marvelous things for your
body.
To
tighten
enlarged
pores, mash sliced raw tomatoes until you hage a gooey
pulp. Apply mixture to face;
place a towel under your
head and lie down and relax
for 10 or 15 minutes. Remove with tepid water.
For a once -a -week facial
that’s inexpensive, thoroughly cleanse the face, then apply beaten raw egg white.
Leave on for 10 minutes, then
wash off with warm water.
This will tighten the pores
and refresh the face.
Milk is a great facial
mask for oily skin. Evaporated, condensed, or whole
Milk, Whichever you choose.
Compresses of milk applied
to the face daily will help
keep the complexion young.
After cleaning the face, use
cotton soaked in milk as
mini -compresses. Leave the
milk on your face for about
five minutes.
Rinse with
tepid water.
For troublesome blackheads, use mild of magnesia.
Apply directly to any infected
area. Do this after washing
and it works best if left on
all night.
It will partially
flake off onto your pillow.
Remove the rest with tepid
water.
To get rid of pimples,
mix two tablespoons of baking soda, one half teaspoon
of salt and enough warm
water to make a paste. Dab
on pimples and leave on overnight. This too will flake off
on your pillow. The rest can
be rinsed off with warm
water.
Potatoes are handy in
removing blackheads. Wash
a white potato (Irish or Idaho) thoroughly, cut in half

and immediately rub all over
the face, or whereever you
have blemishes. It will remove flaky skin and grime
even after skin has been
cleansed. And, it’s cheaper
than Stridex pads.
Another blackhead remover is a mixture of cornmeal and cleansing cream
(or lotion). Mix a tablespoon
of yellow corn meal plus an
equal amount of cleansing
cream, stirring until you
have a paste. Clean the face
well and apply the mixture.
Massage gently into infeet,(1
areas. Remove the Mitture
from the face with tissue,
then wash with soap and water
if the face is oily. Or, with
plain cleansing cream and
skin tonic if the skin is dry.
Condition lifeless hair
with mayonnaise. Mix two
tablespoons of mayonnaise,
an egg, a tablespoon of olive
oil, and a tablespoon of vinegar. Rub in from the roots
to the end of the hair. Wrap
head in a steaming hot towel;
reheat the towel three times.
Shampoo and rinse hair thoroughly. This does wonders
for Afroes with brittle ends.
Damaged or brittle hair
also benefits from an egg
shampoo. Add a beaten egg
to an inexpensive, Clear,
shampoo. This puts protein
back into hair.
To get rid of dandruff, mix
two tablespoons of warm water and two tablespoons of
vinegar. Part hair and apply
to scalp with cotton. Shampoo and rinse hair thoroughly.
Lemons are a mild skin
bleach and are excellent for
removing dark spots from the
body.
Petroleum jelly keeps
lips soft. It also works wonders on calloused feet.
To make your own bath
oil, mix one half cup vegetable oil with a few drops of
cologne. Shake thoroughly
and drop about three tablespoons of mixture into bathtub. Turn on water full force,
et viola.
Or, for an old fashioned

milk bath; put equal portions
of powdered milk, oatmeal
and laundry starch into a
piece of cheese cloth. Tie
the four corners to make a
Turn on water and
bag.
swish bag around. To really
soften skin, use bag as your
wash cloth.
Keep all mixtures away
from eyes as they tend to
Most of these consting.
coctions should be refrigerated.
The fun thing about natural or kitchen cosmetics is
that you can always improvise and choose the solutions which work best for
you- -inexpensively.

3 students to bicycle
across U.S. for ZPG
By LINDA SMITH
To some people cycling is
just a fad, but to two SJS
students and a female companion, cycling has become a
life -time occupation.
Davis, a junior
Don
health science major, Jim
Van Hoven, a graduating psychology major; and Barbara
McQueeney will be riding
3,200 miles across the United
States this summer. Their
ride is being sponsored by
Zero
Population Growth
(ZPG).
ZPG hopes to emphasize
with this tour the need for
more bicycle legislation, the
need for other means of
transportation besides cars
and, of course, the promotion
of the idea behind ZPG-a decrease in population growth.
ZPG hopes to spread its
organization to many nonEnglish speaking countries,
so it will be sending the cyclists to Europe after their

Chicanos plan
grad exercise

By FRED CORREA
and a dance.
More than 200 college
The Dueto Juventud, an
and university Chicano gra- internationally known duet of
duates will participate in the musicians and Vernon Robinsecond annual Chicano com- son, harpist, will supply the
mencement on June 3.
ceremony opening entertainThe commencement ex- ment.
ercises, beginning at 3 p.m.
Speakers Jack Brit o,
will be held at Hardeman community organizer, Jose
Hall, on the corners of Wil- Carrasco and Hec tor
low and Locust streets in San Cordova, chairman for the
Jose.
Mexican American Graduate
"The Chicano commence- Studies Department (MAGS)
ment is not a protest move and student Maria Espinosa
against the traditional cere- will speak on related educamonies," stated Lawrence tion topics and their relation
Holguin, co- chairman of the to the Chicano.
Chicano College CommenceFollowing the speakers
ment Committee. "Instead and commencement cereit is a means of promoting’ monies, la comida will be
better student and community served and mariachis Los
relationships."
Cuerdos de San Jose will
In 1968, ’69 and ’70, Chi- supply the dinner entertaincano graduates boycotted the ment.
traditional commencement
Rudy y Is Flf4ia, a Laexercises in protest of the tin rock band, witFconclude
lack of relevance they had to the festivities with dancing
the Chicano community.
music from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m
Instead of boycotting,
A seminar on ecology of
Plans for future Chicano
the giant sequoias has been Chicano graduates decided to commencements includ e
hold
their own commence- having different host instituadded to the program of
Thirty- tions.
Yosemite Summer Field ment last June.
five
Chicanos participated
Studies.
Holguin expressed hope
in
what
is
believed
to
be the that this year’s commenceSJS professor Richard
Hartesveldt, who has recent- first Chicano commencement will serve as a basis
ly completed a five year re- ment.
for future Chicano cornHolguin contends the Chisearch project on Sequoia
mencements.
ecology, will conduct the se- cano commencement marks
minar. As with all Yosemite "the return of the Chicano
Seminar programs, the Se- graduate to the barrio."
"Graduating Chicanos
quoia course may be taken for
from area junior colleges,
college credit.
Further information on state colleges and univerthe seminars is available sities have been invited to
from the Yosemite Natural participate," stated Holguin.
Graduation festivities
History Association,
P.O.
Box 545, Yosemite National will feature mariachis, folk singers, speakers, co m ida
Park, Calif. 95389.

’Tree’ class
in Yosemit

this summer

Barbara McQueeney,
from Santa Cruz, has also
been participating in cycling
for a number of years and has
taken time off from her studies at the University of California at Santa Cruz to devote more time to her riding.
All three have European
Davis
10 -speed bicycles.
has a Velo-sport, the frame
made in Berkeley but with

Italian equipment. Van Hoven
has a Masi, made in Italy
and Miss McQueeney has a
German -made Rickert with
Italian equipment.
All three spend a great
many weekends in races and
on tours. To keep in shape
Davis says he rides about
300 to 400 miles a week.
The cycling trio hopes
to promote the ideas behind
ZPG and enthusiasm for bicycling in both the U.S. and
Europe during their summer -long tour.

Candidate Chisholm

Muskie hit
(Continued from page 1)
Humphrey
and
Edmund
Muskie. She indicated she
would not feel compelled to
support either solely for the
sake of party unity.
Humphrey,
she said,
"compresses the largest
amount of words into the
smallest amount of thought."
As
chuckles
spread
through the ballroom, Mrs.
Chisholm sarcastically chided Muskie: "He admits he
was aaall wrong on Vietnam."
"That kind of earnest nonsense is a waste of time-- talked out, played out."
Mrs. Chisholm also took
time to hit Nixon’s Vietnam
policy --more young Americans are going to be made
into sacrificial lambs, along
with
the 50,000 already
dead"- -and the lack of adequate health care and opportunities for Blacks and
women in the country.
She emphasized one of t he
major problems will be to
emancipate the common people from the bureaucracy
that, she said, rules the country.
Mrs.
Chisholm also
delved into the new look
to the old law and order
issue.
No longer is the
problem crime in the street,

she said. Now the dilemma
is corruption in business
and politics.
"This regime has lost
moral control.
The IT &
T case surprised no one,
otherwise there would have
been more outrage."
Speaking forcefully in a
determined voice and rarely
smiling,
she remarked,
"You can’t find an honest
politican.
"They don’t know what

they’re going to say wheri
they’re going to speak, the)i
don’t know what they’re say
ing when they’re speakingl
and when they’ve sat down;
they don’t know what they’ve
said," said the former
teacher, wagging her finger
for emphasis.
In a brief question -and answer session after the
speech,
Mrs.
Chisholm
criticized U.S. foreign policy
which supports dictatorships.
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talk to support McGovern campaign
Galbraith is the author of
including
several books,
"The New Industrial State,"
and the "Ambassador’s Journal."
Tickets costing $5 and
$12.50 are available through
the McGovern for President
campaign headquarters, 1878
W. San Carlos St.

on the 1968 Olympic team
He rode in the World Championships in Italy last year.

One of the major problems anticipated during the
tour will be road access in
areas which have primarily
freeways. As of now the complete tour plans haven’t been
arranged.
All three cyclists have
been riding for a number of
Don Davis, from
years.
Nevada City, Nevada, started
racing at the age of 10 and
has had nine racing seasons.
Jim Van Boven, from San
Jose, has been into cycling
for about six years and was

We’re buying books

Galbraith to speak at SCU Saturday;

John Kenneth Galbraith,
author and Harvard economics professor will speak
Saturday, May 20 from 3-5
p.m. at the University of
Santa Clara Faculty Club.
Sponsoring Galbraith’s appearance is the McGovern
for President Campaign.

ride across the United States
Starting from Golden Gate
Park in San Francisco on
June 17, the three cyclists
will ride across the middle
of the U.S. to Washington,
D.C. and from there will fly
to France.
Riding 100 miles a day,
the riders expect to make the
trip in about five weeks. This
will put the three cyclists in
France in time for Miss
McQueeney to compete in the
Women’s
World Cycling
Championships in Marseille.
After the championships,
they will ride to Munich, Germany to witness the Olympics
the second week of September.
During their ride across
the U.S., the trio expect bike
rallies at most of their major
stops. On June 17 there will
be a rally in Golden Gate Park
for them, during which some
of the ralliers will ride to
Sacramento with the tour.
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Computer aids student
Centennial renamed? lob placement service

Bunzel proposal

By SHIRLEY-ANNE OWDEN
Centennial Hall will soon
be renamed Dudley T. Moorhead Hall if Pres. John Bunzel has anything to say about
it.
Dr. Bunzel proposed the
name change to the Academic
Council two weeks ago in
honor of the retiring dean of
Humanities and Arts.
The Academic Council
passed a resolution supporting the name change, and Dr.
Bunzel will present it to
Chancellor Glen Dumke at
the Board of Trustees meeting next Thursday.
"Dudley Moorhead has
given so much of his life
to this campus and is held
in such high esteem that I
think it is fitting and deserving to honor him by
naming a hall after him,"
Pres. Bunzel explained.
A faculty member for 26
years, Dean Moorhead played a key role in the negotiations and planning for
Centennial Hall which was
completed in 1957. He was
also instrumental informing
the first faculty council in
any of the California State
Colleges in 1952.
The first faculty council,
with a total of 18 members,
was the forerunner of the
present 59 member Academic Council and estab-

lished the role of the faculty
in its own governance according to Dr. Bunzel.
The Senior Academic
Dean, who is now on sick
leave, is a long-time resident of San Jose who was
born here, and graduated
from both San Jose High

Dean Moorhead is listed
in Who’s Who in America,
Who’s Who in the West, and
a number of other directories of scholars. His dedication to San Jose State and
education prompted Dr. Bunzel to propose the name
change of Centennial Hall
prior to his retirement.

Dudley T. Moorhead
School and San Jose State.
He taught 27 different courses during his first ten years
at SJS including American
History, Far Eastern History, Cultural Anthropology,
and Teacher Education.
In 1957 he was appointed
dean of the Division of Hu inanities and Arts, a division

SJS disabled

special group
(Continued from page 1)
The DSU chairman said a
wheelchair tour by campus
officials
this semester,
which included Pres. John
H. Bunzel and A.S. Pres.
Mike Buck, made a deep im"They saw the
pression.
architectural barriers that
confront us and they were
ready to build ramps everywhere."
No followup has come,
however, and Bunzel, who
said he’d meet with us,"
according to Corsini, hasn’t.
Presently disabled students have only one person
to turn toMrs. Mary Rodgers of the Student Services
and Activities office. As of
Feb. I, she has been Disabled Students Coordinator.
Enthusiastic as she appears, Mrs. Rogers admits,
"I don’t have much time."
As far as getting jobs
for disabled students, Mrs.
Rogers remarked, "They let
us know the skills they have
and we have them apply at
the job placement office here
on campus. Not many have
done it."
Statistics support her
statement.
The Career Planning and
Placement Center on Ninth
Street has taken in 16,762
registration forms from
undergraduate students this
academic year, according to
Mrs. Joyce Flemming,
placement associate for student employment.
Of those, only four have
come from permanently disabled students. Of the four,
only one has secured employment.
The statistics reflect a
perplexing problem. Disabled students, who apparently need more assistance than the average student in acquiring a job, are
not taking advantage of the
opportunities on campus.
Mrs. Gladys Rohe. co-

that included half the faculty
and almost half of the student majors. During his 15
years as dean, the "division" of Humanities and Arts
became a "school," the
faculty increased from 225
to 600, the student majors
increased from 3,000 to
9,500, and departments and
programs more than doubled.

ordinator of career planning and placement, with a
trace of puzzlement in her
eyes, added, "Maybe they
don’t know about our service. Or maybe they don’t
feel employers are interested in them."
Position listings and
company directors can be
obtained through the information center and on campus interviews with recruiting employers are held
regularly. In addition, counseling
by advisers in
specialized fields is available.
"Employers usually try
to bend over backwards,"
Mrs. Rohe commented. "But
two big factorsmobility
and transportation- -h a v e
held back the disabled student. The employer could
not consider them unless
they were able to take care
of these."
Rehabilitation
Tomorrow:
Agencies

Dr. Bunzel noted that this
proposal is contrary to
tradition as buildings are
normally named as a memorial to "one of the friends
of the college." However,"
he said, "I propose that
Centennial Hall be re -named
Dudley T. Moorhead Hall as
a mark of respect and affection for a distinguished
leader who gave more than
a quarter century of faithful
and unselfish service to this
institution.
"I will do whatever I
can to move it along in
what -ever way possible."

By KEN MOHR
The SJS placement cenassistance
gainedthe
ter has
of GRAD II, a computer at
Valley Forge, Pa.
Students graduating in
January, June, or August
1973 are asked to participate in this new service before the end of this semester.
Essentially, GRAD II
helps students select interviews with on -campus recruiters. The student fills
out a form describing his
qualifications and interests.
This information is sent to
the computer.
The result is three typewritten reports, one for the
student, one for the placement center and one for the
employer. The computer informs the student which
companies in its files are
most likely to be interested
in him and when their recruiters will be on campus.
GRAD II is sponsored by
the College Placement Council, a nationwide non-profit
organization. SJS is one of
153 campuses to use the
computer.
The colleges were chosen by the council from the
2,000 or so campuses in the
United States. Says Dr. Edward Clements, director of
the SJS placement center,

"We feel flattered that we
have been selected."
He matter-of-factly states, however, that SJS was
chosen because "we are forward, innovative, and have a
progressive point of view of
career planning and placement."
GRAD II is not the first
computer assistance the
career planning and placement center has had. They
are also getting help from
GRAD I, another computer
in Valley Forge which caters to alumni.
The difference between
GRAD I and GRAD II is that

the
interviewers
query
GRAD I for information about
the alumni, whereas the students query GRAD II for information about the interviewers.
Dr.
Clements noted,
"The big problem is the
timing --they just mailed us
the forms." For the students to receive their printouts by the end of the fall
semester, when the first interviews begin, they will
have to complete the forms
before the end of school.
The forms are now available in Career, Planning and
Placement,
Building Q,
Room 3. The service is
free for students.
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18,000
windows
to wash

Al Fronos

By La QUITA BALDOCK
Window washing on campus could be a real pain, especially since
there are more than 18,000 of them.
This figure doesn’t even include the smaller office tiuilangs adjacent
to the main campus like Building Z, Alumni Office, the dorms and etc.
according to Paul Kaperonis, SJS chief of custodial work.
Aside from the sheer numbers of windows and their maintenance,
their almost infinite variety is a ,most imposing campus feature.
Small and large, wide and tall, modern and antique windows intertwine across the campus on a building -to -building basis.
Yet, the aesthetic effect isn’t unpleasant- - rather, it gives the college
a cosmopolitan atmosphere, sidelighted with feelings of ivy-covered
steeped -in -tradition Tower Hall windows and highlighted by the vertical elevator -look of the Business Tower windows.
The basic raw material, glass, again extends the variety from the
sparkling translucence of Centennial Hall to the inspiring sunseted
stained glass of the campus chapel.
Clearly, on campus, the main purpose of windows, that of letting in
sunlight, plays a secondary role to the more emotional need of humans
to have aesthetically pleasing views both in and outside.
Wander through history with ,the various architectural styles of
campus windows as your guides, remembering the semester closes,
but like closed windows, the world is waiting just outside.
A

A/
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Spartan Crossword Puzzle by Shirley -Anne Owden

Rep. Gubser
protest target
Twenty-five Vietnam war
protesters from the San Jose
area resurreded a technique
from the early civil rights
movement Tuesday afternoon in Washington, D.C.
The protest technique
was the sit-in, but this time
it had a new twist: The
protesters occupied the ofce of Congressman Charles
nibser (R -Gilroy), refusing
) leave until Gubser ex’ essed support of the Dri:n Resolution, to force an
.nmediate end to the war.
For the first time in the
nation’s history, constituents were removed by force
from a Congressman’s office. After telling the protesters he could not support
the resolution, Gubser, a
supporter of Nixon’s Vietnam
policy, called Washington police.
Ten of the 25 protesters were arrested.
Among those arrested
were the Rev. Robert McAfee Brown, a Stanford University theologian and outspoken Vietnam war critic,
and Mary McLean, wife of
Rev. Stuart McLean, who
ran against Gubser in 1970.
They were part of a local
group that traveled to Washington called Clergy and

L14(111ell Concerned.

Wednesday, the 10 clergy
and laymen who were arrested, most of them local people
but none directly connected
with SJS, were sentenced to
$25 fines or two days in jail.
All 10 chose to go to jail instead of paying the fine.
As of yesterday morning, Gubser’s office has been
locked, with only those who
have made arrangements in
adyance being allowed to enter.
The protesters originally
gained admittance to the
Congressman’s office when
one of them made an appointment to see him at 3 p.m.
Tuesday. The 25 showed up
and talked to Gubser for
about two hours. At 5:15
he called the Capitol Police.
Gubser said, "I strongly
suspect that those arrested
were motivated by politics
and a desire for publicity
than a deep desire to end
the war."
Although Gubser never
mentioned it in any of his
statements, his local staff
has noted the Elaine Rosendahl, Democratic candidate
against Gubser, was in
Washington, D.C., at the time
of the sit-in.

Spay pets;
save a life
By LYNNE MAYFIELD
The warm bundle of fur that licks your hand and wiggles
ecstatieally when you tickle his tummy may not live past
the furry stage.
Not by choice. Rather, by fact that puppies and kittens
both are overbred. They are being born at the rate of 165
a minute, 10,000 an hour or nearly a quarter of a million
per day. There are only 55 million families in the United
States and at least 90 million dogs and cats.
These thousands of extra animals are homeless. According to the California Branch of the Humane Society, the infants are left to die slowly of starvation, or of injuries and
infection. Others die of rabies, distemper and similar
diseases they have not been protected from. Some are
cruelly slaughtered by drownings, bludgeonings, poisons or
shotguns.
The animals that are taken off the streets and find their
way into aaimal shelters fare better while they livethat is
the purpose of the shelters. But, in one year in Santa Clara
County there were 65,287 animals handled. Of these 34,073
were cats and 32,689 were destroyed. 31,214 dogs lived in
the shelters and 26,859 were destroyed. Cats sold totaled
1,384 and dogs sold were 4,351.
Operating costs for Santa Clara County, not including the
Humane Society were $488,000 for the year. Costs of meats
and grains to feed these sheltered animals rise each year.
The possible solution to this problem is a low-cost public
spay and nueter clinic in Santa Clara County. It will not
come about, though, unless the public is aware of the immensity of the pet oever-population problem. To show their
awareness it is suggested that letters be written to:
of Supervisors, Santa Clara County
."70 W. Redding St. San Jose, 95110;
BIRTH CONTROL FOR PETS
Roberta Allen
467 Pamlar Ave. San Jose 95128;
.Ind to the city council.

greoard

38 selected

Students journey
Thirty-eight SJS graduate
and undergraduate students
have been selected to participate in next year’s International Programs.
The program provides
the opportunity for students
to study at foreign universities in nine countries
throughout the world. They
will be able to study firsthand the cultures of people
In foreign lands while earning SJS units.
Traveling to Spain next
year will be Albert Gaxiola,
Paul Davidson. Stan Smith.
Debbie Engraham, Gloria
Morales and Carolyn Swan
Six girls were chosen to
attend universities in
Christine WeinFrance:
stein, Maryjeanne Martino.
Connie Heck, Janet Gattuccio and Sue Bassett.
Going to Italy are Laura
Basile, Pauline Bondonno.
John Coe, Pandora Coe, Jacqueline Donecho, Marietta
Ernandez, Dianne Favro.
Michelle Griffon’ and Leonarda Pizzutti.
Edd Jentzsch, Virginia
Lewis, Betty Stutt, Helen
Biskupski,
Michael Dubrall and Janet Hansen will
study in Sweden.

Brain Taylor. Christine
Curtis and Judy Scoggins
will study in Great Britain.
In the Far East, Kathy
Aoyama, Judy Blankenburg
and Randy Hirotsu will spend
the year in Japan while Russ
Howard, Grant Jones and Les
Wilkin will study in Taiwan.
Vilma Andres will spend a
semester in the USSR.
In addition three alternates were ’chosen.
They
are John Farahi, Israel;
Kathy Leonard. Japan and
Ted Roper, Japan.
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Barbara Gado, spokesman for Mrs. Rosendahl,
said yesterday that Mrs.
Rosendahl is in the capital
and traveled there with the
Clergy and Laymen Concerned group.
Mrs. Rosendahl did not
participate in the sit-in, or
in any of the other protest
activities in Washington
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Standard kept
Admission requirements
at the University of California, the state universities
and colleges and the community campuses should not be
lowered to meet minority
demands.
This was the belief related to the Select Committee on the Master Plan for
Higher Education by a subcommittee earlier this week.
This decision was
prompted by pressure from
minority groups to give them
free access to the nine UC
and 19 state universities and
college campuses.
The Select Committee
was appointed by the Coordination Council for Higher Education to review the
master plan and recommend
Like its subchanges.
committee, it is made up
of non -educators.
Louis Heilbron, a San
Francisco lawyer who heads
the sub -committee, stated
that he did not think that.
"it would produce any substantial beneficial results."
He went on to say, "Lowering admission standards
would likely produce higher
attrition in order to preserve quality, or would result in a lowering of quality."
The report also indicated
that a policy that would result in having more students
"flunk out," would bring
greater expense to the state,
and above all, higher personal costs to the students."
The subcommittee recommended that a statewide
coordinating committee begin preparing a "transfer
code" which would insure
that
community college
graduates who transfer to
four year institutions would
be able to get the campus
and majors they want and
would get credit for the courses they had taken.
The report also offered

WHOOP IT UP!
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TOPLESS
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one concrete recommendation; that the University of
California lower its admission requirements from a
2.4 GPA to a 2.0 GPA This
would make it easier for
junior college graduates to
transfertothese institutions.

ST1 DEVI DISsMUNTS
Phone 247-3444
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Any youth fare ticket can save you money
getting to Europe.
We can save you money getting around Europe.
Again this year most airlines are making it possible tor
young people to go to Europe. By offering them low round
trip student and youth fares.
Pan Am. included.
We can give you low fares direct from the U.S. to more
European cities than any other airline.

k

Kill’sLtittiP4’471

. n,I m addition to giving you low tares. we also give
you some other things. Things that will help you save
money while you’re in Europe.

ASurvival Kit
First of all, when you buy a Pan Ain student or youth
fare ticket, we’ll give you a youth survival kit. It’s a package
of pamphlets and brochures filled with useful information.
Information that will help you get around
Europe cheaply.

PLUS

FRI & SAT AT 430
ATT3
T1,10"

1000,11 vos-TELs

a "

,40 AsIN"’"Is

For example. when you’re in Amsterdam or
Copenhagen or Munich or over 150 other European cities,
you’ll be able to flip through one of the pamphlets to a
chapter on student youth hostels and restaurants and find a
decent place to eat or a decent place to sleep for just a
few dollars.
And when you’re trying to get from Amsterdam to
Copenhagen or Munich or over 150 other European cities.
you’ll be able to flip to another chapter and find out which
flights can take you there. At a special price. On regularly
scheduled student charter flights.
Or you can fill out our application for a student rail
pass. If you’re planning to do a lot of moving around from
city to city, it’s about the cheapest way you can do it.
In the survival kit you’ll also find information on
inexpensive student tours, as well as educational tours like
an art workshop in Florence or a tour that lets you visit the
main cities of Russia. We have thousands of these survival
kits waiting for you, but don’t
wait too long to get yours. Because we expect thousands of
others will want them too.
Of course as you travel, if
you need any maps or help with
any problems our survival kit
can’t help you with, feel free to
stop in at any Pan Am office.We
have 50 of them scattered
throughout Europe, sojustabout
anywhere you’ll be. well be.

CyclingTours

Second of all, we’ll gist’ you something not in our
survival kit.
Information on our European cycling tours.
We have them in Ireland. England. Holland. Denmark
and France.
They start at $38 for 9 days and the price includes
bike, bed and breakfast.
If you plan to be in one country for any length of timi
this is an inexpensive way for you to get out and sec it
We have a booklet that explains all of our cycling tour,
in detail. To get it just ask for Pan Am’s Holiday
#476.
And if you do plan on a cycling tour, you may want
to take along a backpack. If you don’t have one, we
have them available for $4.50.
Just stop in at any Pan Am office and pick one up.

Our Take Off Card

0100’.
T

And finally, if after all this saving you still
hind yourself a little short of cash right now, we can
still help you out.
Just ask about our student Take Off Card. It ’L
a special plan that lets you charge your ticket
and some of your expenses in Europe..
So you can still take advantage of Europe
ibis summer and pay us back when you get back.
For more information stop in at your
International Youth Fare Headquarters at
any Pan Am office or Pan Am travel agent.

(100 OfA
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Jazz world comes to SJS

Coltrane gig tonight
By PAULINE BONDONNO
Alice Coltrane, violinist
Michael White and saxaphonist John Klemmer will appear
in concert tonight at eight in
the Men’s Gym. Admission
is $2.
The concert is sponsored
by the A.S. and Impulse Records.
Tickets are available at
the A.S. Business Office,
Discount Records and Walden
Pond Books in Los Gatos Old
Town.
Considered a leader of
new music in the jazz world,
the widow of musician John
Coltrane, sets a new field of

Inspiring nudeson display

Irwin Atkins rehearses cast of ’Red Hot Lovers

’Red Hot Lovers’

Play for Guild
vtiz jiwIn Atkins,
SJS assis7Eifit professor of drama, directs "Last of the Red Hot
Lovers" for the San Jose
Theatre Guild, opening to In Montgomery Theala; Market and San Carlos
streets.
Additional performances
are May 20, 25, 26 and 27.
Admission is $2.50 general
and $1.50 students, curtain
time 8:30 p.m.
Atkins, at SJS since 1968.

worked as actor and director
for the Pittsburgh Repertory
Theatre until then, returning
to teaching when the group’s
Andrew Mellon subsidization
drifted to other interests.
"I’d go back to repertory
if I had the chance," he admitted. "There’s hardly any
rep being done in America.
There should be more, he
added.
In addition to his work in
repertory, he has directed

Good T.V. viewing
offered on weekend
By JIM MURPHY
I tr cekond’s here (hurray, hurray) and with it, some
of the good stuff television has to offer.
TOMORROW
The second race of the Triple Crown, the Preakness,
begins at 2 p.m. on Channel 5... Leonard Bernstein conducts
the Vienna Philharmonic in a concert at London’s Royal
Albert Hall on Channel 9 at 9 p.m.
SUNDAY
Channel 9’s "Masterpiece Theatre" begins summer
mer repeats with a six -part
adaptation of Dostoevsky’s
"The Possessed" at 9 p.m...
"The Bold Ones" on Channel
4 at 10 p.m. has a good
rerun, "Justice is a Sometime Thing." a drama about
the crisis of overloaded
courts... For you Dracula
fans. Channel 5 has "Dracula
Has Risen from the Grave"
at 11:45 p.m.
And, for next week...
MONDAY
.11 you’re still rooting for
the’Giants, they take on the
Los Angeles Dodgers in the
first of a three game series
at 8 p.m. on Channel 2...
Channels 7 and 11 have a
special at 8 (if you aren’t
interested in the Giants) entitled, "Eagle and the
Hawk,’ a look at the golden
eagle and the red-tailed
hawk.
TUESDAY
Channel 4’s "NBC Action
Playhouse." returning for
the summer at 8:30 p.m.,
has "A Time for Killing,"
a World War II drama starring George C. Scott...Channel 5 has election returns
in the Oregon and Rhode
Island primaries, also at

GAS

Everything
spiritual consciousness with leave to God.
the melodic jazz she creates I do is an offering to God that’s the truth."
on the keyboard.
Michael White, an avantMrs. Coltrane began
studying music at age seven. garde jazz violinist, will be
She also studied in Europe accompanied by an acoustic
with the celebrated pianist group at Saturday’s performance including Ed Kelly on
Bud Powell.
Mrs. Coltrane fell into the piano, Ray Drumonmond
a new style of music after on the bass, and Kenneth Nash
replacing on the drums.
married,
she
White’s music is exploraMcCoy Tyner as her hustory, featuring soft, gentle,
band’s pianist.
White, who
Since Coltrane’s death in flowing tones.
improvisation
1967, his widow has continued approaches
creates
with his style which she says, harmonically,
"is sort of sharing with my sounds ranging from gypsy splintering
to
sisters and brothers of the like lyricism
world my all; the results I screeches.

Gorky’s "Lower Depths" and
St rindberg ’s "Easter" for the
University
of Minnesota
(1957).
At University of Buffalo
(New York -1962-63) he directed Shakespearean dramas as well as musicals
and works by Sean O’Casey.
Atkins directed the SJS
summer production of Gilbert and Sullivan’s "Patience."
Appearing in the 1969 Neil
Simon comedy of a middleaged married New Yorker
searching for his first (and
last) carefree fling are Bill
Chestnut as Barney
Cashman, the flinger, and
Pat Saville, Cindy Muhleman
and Jean Parker, as the fling ees.
Lighting and set designer
is Jerry Granthem, SJS graduate and current lighting
technician for the San Jose
Community Theatre.
SJS drama student Mickey
Neal is assistant director
She is also a member of Actors Repertory Theatre, a
subsidiary group of the San
Jose Theatre Guild.
Actors in the drama, in
addition to their Guild and
Bay Area theatre experience,
are members of ART.

Duane Larson’s "A Long
Long Way From Here," a
lifesize sculpture of three
nude coeds, currently on dis play in the Art Building "little gallery" (room 112), is not
just erotic, it’s inspiring and
a technically proficient work
of art.
"A Long Long Way From
Here," part of Larsons master’s project which features

Mary Anne and
Hester,
Maggie, has excellent weight
with shifting
proportion
weight of the three figures.
There is the attractive
Mary Anne, with her weight
shifted back as she gazes with
a mystical, dream-like expression. She has beautifully
proportioned life -like muscles.
Duane’s "Corner of
Broadway and Steal Alley"

Choir goes to City
The final performance of the 5.15 A Cappella Choir
for this season, directed by Dr. Charlene Archibeque,
will be held Sunday, 3:30 p.m., at Grace Cathedral,
1051 Taylor St., San Francisco. Admission is free.
The choir’s program of religious works will include
the Bach "Magnificat" plus songs by Poulenc, Britten,
and William Byrd.
The Choraliers, will also perform "Songs of Praise"
by Robert Revicki and "Gaudete Omnes" by J.P
Sweelinek.

**v.**. ***** *************uurL44416
May 25-26 it
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Santo Clara Valley Box Office
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If the Clean Environment Act
had financial backing like this,
we wouldn’t be asking you
to volunteer.
$50.000

Kaiser Industries
Bravo Oil Co (Subsidiary of Southern Pacific)

50000

Texaco

25.000

Gulf

25,000

Du Pont

25.000

Southern Cali!ornia Edison

25.000

Pacific Gas and Electric

20.000

General Electric

25,000

Westinghouse

25.000
8.800

Bank of America Foundation

With contributions such as these, the big polluters
and their allies have raised 9841,000 so far to finance
’heir campaign against the Clean Environment Act,
I’mposition 9. So they can afford plenty of radio and TV
one, newspaper and magazine space, billboards and
,uss mailings to get their message out.
Unfortunately, nobody’s showering that kind of
,oney on the People for the Clean Environment Act.
We’ve raised 51713.000 so far, f non mom than 7000 small
ontributore. And much of that Money ha.s already
cone out for things like rent, telephones, paper, etc.
So if we’re going to get our message out, it’s largely
up to you. We’re printing up hundreds of thousands of
leaflets explaining the Clean Environment Act, and if

)(

you’ll help us distribute them to the homes, shopping
centers, beaches and street corners of California, we know
the Clean Environment Act will pass. In fact, a massi,.
personal contact campaign would actually be more
effective than a massive media campaign. (Just ask Gem
McCarthy what it did for him in 1968.)
So, to paraphrase John Kennedy, you know what
the Clean Environment Act can do for you; what will you
do for (t? Please call now to volunteer, even if you feel
you won’t be able to work for the campaign until after
exams. We must know how many volunteers we’ll have s,
we can organize the leafleting.
Call 287.9901
Snume: R.6614414 campaign vont nhut ions.filrel with State
-See, April TR,11 iktyl T7th.
AR.rr,

PURITAN
OIL CO.

Vote yes on Prop. 9, June 6th

10th IL Taylor
4f h & Keyes
4th & William

3456 W. Olympic Blvd., Los Angeles (213) 731-8321

memo

Drawings also on display
by Susan Beck Conway capture the delicate feeling of
womanhood.
Her drawing "American
Beauty Rose" captures a special softness in the woman
with roses over her breast
as she reposes in a sleepy
blissful vision.

Pawl* for An Chien invironment Act
El Knupol, Ihrertor

Morgarot Cheap. Tremur

EUROPE

$220. - $275. R.T.
From West Coast
Fly One WayFrom$125
Flights till Year Long
Flights Also Available
to Israel and the Orient
For Information
Contact 365-8625
E.S.E.P.
801 Woodside Rd.
Redwood City
ESEP - SJSC Members

The Inca,. had cvervt hula:
oralth, hcautv. honor and innocencr.
Piaarro brought them Chriatianits.

A MIGHTY CLASH
BETWEEN THE
WESTERN
HEMISPHERE’S
FIRST MARXIST
SOCIETY
AND EUROPEAN
CHRISTIANITY
WIELDING THE
CROSS LIKE
A PICK AX.
Roivrt Sh.6,
nbe Royal

I trmoriter riumincr

Hunt of die Sun"

PLUS
ILL FATED 1928 ARCTIC EXPEDITION SPELLS DEATH
FOR EXPLORER ROALD AMUNDSEN

TE1477111
RED
SEANCONNERYCLAUDIACARDINALEHARDYkRUGER
FILMED
IN USSR
PRINCETON PLAZA BLOSSOM
HILL AT MERIDIAN 2h4-8500

-PE-TER FINCH siGenvoIlg..,

Butter up a
faster tan with
Coppertone
Tanning Butter
Coppertone Tanning Butter has extra coconut oil and
cocoa butter for an incredibly fast deep tan. That’s
why more people butter up with Coppertone Tanning
Butter than any other.
Coppertone Tanning Butter. One of 12 great
tanning products by Coppertone.
12) Official Sun Care Products of Florida

Regular 94.0ttane

29910

is an interesting melange 01
a nude form lying down surrounded by the movement of
wheels. The diamond shape
of the piece adds perspective
and additional movement to
the contrast of the work.

John Klein mer who played
at the Joint Effort two months
ago, is well-known on the jazz
circuit and has recorded five
albums for Cadet label and a
new album on Impulse
records, "Constant Throb "
Accompanying Alice
Coltrane who plays organ,
harp and piano, is Charlie
Haden on the bass, Ben Riley.
drums; Ian Wynt and Raymond Cheng on electric violin; Arthur Russel on Amplified cello and Mimi Due on the
amplified viola.

Walt Disney World
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SJS guns for track title
By KEITH PETERS
Sports Editor
Everything will be up for
grabs when the PCAA track
and field championships open
a two-day run at Dad Winter
Field this afternoon.
Long Beach State, the defending champ, is expected
to get a fast start on the
field during today’s slate of
events that includes five
finals.
Considering the marks
and times the 49ers posted
during the regular season,
they could pile up enough
points to technically wrap
up the title after today’s
events.
The hammer throw, the
day’s first event at 2 p.m.,
will put the pre -meet favorite 49ers immediately up
on the host Spartans.
Long Beach has one man
competing while the Spartans
have none.
A couple hours later at
4:40, the finals of the 3000
meter steeplechase will be
run, with Long Beach again
listed as the favorites with
three of the fastest five entrant.-.
Scott Jenkinsdiscus man

Sports Roundup
FROSH-SOPH BASEBALL
Proving size is not always a determining factor in one’s
ability, 5-6 Gary Alcarez earned SJS’ only spot on the Bay
Area Collegiate Frosh-Soph Baseball League all-star team.
Alcarez, the scrappy second baseman, hit a respectable
.323 in league action. He was the only Spa rtababe to hit for
the cycle (homerun, triple, double and single) during conference play.
Four teammates made honorable mention recognition including Manny Lopez, Sam Piraro, Steve Gordon -Forbes and
Jim Shoemaker.
Lopez tied for the most hits with 23 and hit one of the
few team roundtrippers. He sports an excellent arm in
leftfield to complement his .291 average.
Piraro received mention for clutch plays at third base
and overall fine fielding. His .313 average was not indicative
of his value to the frosh-sophers as he topped runs scored
with 20.
Armed with an impressive 2.34 earned run average and a
4-2 record, Gordon -Forbes intimidated league foes enough
to make honorable mention in his first year of college ball.
He hurled two shutouts over USF for his top efforts.
Shoemaker paced the squad in several areas while compiling a 2-5 ledger.
The trash righthander hurled 49
innings and struck out 36 in compiling a 4.13 ERA.
CLUB SOCCER
The Iranian Eagles soccer squad will be given some
added incentive for their final clash against the University
13f Santa Clara this Saturday morning at 10:30 on -the Spartan
soccer field.
The Eagles expect that their performance this past year
will earn them a berth in the Peninsula Soccer League next
year.
The Eagles have compiled an 8-1-2 record, with their
only loss handed them by the nationally -ranked SJS Spartans.
CARLOS RELEASED
John Carlos, ex-SJS track star, is still trying to prove
that a trackman with little gridiron experience can make
the grade in professional football.
earlos was given his unconditional release from the
Montreal Alouettes of the Canadian Football League after
talks on his contract broke down.
According to Montreal general manager Red n’Quinn,
Carlos’s monetary demands were "unmeetable."

Intramurals

So, considering the depth
the 49ers have entered compared to SJS’, Long Beach
could be leading the Spartans
22-0 after the first two
finals.
The Spartans, if they are
behind by that much, will
have to make up the deficit
while the steeplechase is
being run.
Led by Chuck Sherman,
Greg Born and Scott Jenkins,
the Spartans have the muscle
and talent to sweep the discus and pick up a valuable
16 points.
All three SJS platter
throwers hold down the top
three positions in the league
this year. Only a major
upset could move them out
of their respective positions.

Another strongpoint for
SJS will be held at 5 p.m.
Boasting the top three out
of five triple jumps,
the
Spartans could garner some
much needed points.
Gary Moody leads the
conference with a 50-11 leap,
Larry Scott is third with
49-6 1/2 and J.C. Ragster is
fifth at 49-1 1/2.
Long Beach’s Terry Metcalfe, the league’s top long
jumper, holds down the
second spot in the triple
jump. But Metcalfehas been
hurt during the last few
weeks and might not be up to
par.
The rest of the events
today will be semifinals.
Trials will be held in the
mile (if needed), the 120

rig

4 ’ill

high hurdles, the 100, the
880, the 440 intermediate
hurdles, and 220.
The effect of the semis
could be important on the
finals, that will get underway tomorrow starting at
11 a.m.
If either the Spartans or
49ers fail to qualify enough
men in any event, there could
be a crucial turnaround of
points that could weigh the
title heavily in favor of either
club.
"Long Beach has to be the
favorite because of massive
depth
in
the distance
events," declared SJS coach
Ernie Bullard. "But if any
team has a chance to dethrone the 49ers, it would
be us."

By DAVE CRAWFORD
It’s the chance of a lifetime.
It’s sports history
for the United States.
That’s the U.S. Olympic
soccer team’s trip to the
1972 Olympics this summer
in Munich, Germany.
It marks the first time
the U.S. has advanced beyond the North American
7f,rt,. in Olympic qualifying.

SJS booters optimistic
With optimism prevailing
for the fall, the SJS soccer
team concluded its spring
campaign on a winning note,
downing the stubborn British
American Club, 2-0, Wednesday night at Spartan
Stadium.
In what SJS coach Julie
Menendez termed a well
played game, the Spartans
made a pair of goals by Ken
Davis and Rusty Menzel
stand up. Goalie Harry
Ozols, a transfer from USF,
made seven saves:
Menzel, a convert from
defense to the forward line,
played a physical game
around the net and managed
three excellent shots.

())
Larry Shieldssprint man

And SJS is represented by
two members of the national
team: two-time All -America
choice Mani Hernandez and
junior college All-American
Jim Zylker.
The
American team
qualified for the soccer
biggie in Munich with a 2-1
win over Jamaica last Sunday, as left-winger Hernandez scored the first U.S.
goal.
"To me, it (Olympic trip)
means a lot," Hernandez,
said. "You dream of going
to the Olympics. It’s like it
finally happened.
"We’ve been working for
the
last
two years, Hernandez added. "Nobody
thought we would make it."
The
1968 Collegiate
Player of the Year said the
team made the Olympics because of good coaching and
because the team is basically
a young one.
Even though the U.S. team
has played 22 international
matches, Hernandez still
nay, brewed when he gets
on the field in Munich. "I

Tony Shuffle and Bert
Baldaccini turned in strong
performances on the front
line. Joe Giovacchini continued his impressive play
as a linkman.
Coach Menendez announced a partial home schedule
for the fall which included
such standouts as UCLA, the
1970
NCAA
runnerup,
British Columbia, California
and Santa Clara.

imagine I’ll be kind of
scared."
Zylker, a two-time AllAmerican at Redwood City’s
Canada College, reacting to
the Olympic trip, said, "I
was surprised that we made
It
Zylker, a fullback and
center forward, is recovering from knee surgery after
an injury at the start of SJS’
fast season. He says if he

does play at Munich it will
be the first real test of his
knee.
"I’m pretty sure I’ll be
100 per cent," he added.
He’s working with weights
and running but keeping away
from soccer for at least a
month before the Olympic
trip.
This year’s team, which
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Menendez is theassistant
Olympic soccer coach and
was the head U.S. boxing
coach for the 1960 Olympics.
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competed before 80,000 last
summer in the Pan American
Games in Columbia, is described by SJS coach Juin
Menendez as "the best learn
we’ve ever had."
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SJS standouts in Olympic soccer biggie

Intramural spurts have come to an end fur the 1971-72
academic year.
The fast -pitch All -College champions are the Soft bailers, sporting an undefeated record.
In the last game of the playoffs the Softballers beat
Sigma Chi, 6-5. The game was decided in the bottom
of the last inning as Jim Keigwin hit a single with the base loaded.
The Softballers are Don Meyer, Keigwin, Jim Thorny..
Hans Beeler, Doug McHargue, Tony Garica, Tim Wyatt.
Jerry Guiliano, Terry Youman and Ralph Jeffery.
The slow -pitch championship has been captured by the
Tectonics of the geology department. The deciding gam),
was a 3-0 victory over Theta Chi, Wednesday afternoon
The Tectonics are Mike Bennett, Mike Rymer, Rich
Rymer, Bob Pinotti, Jack Hardin, Eric Caarlela, Narin
Albert, Steve Dwyer, Rich Boyd, Ron Le Compte, Day,
Wagner and Mike Machette.
The Tectonics face Stanford University today at 4 p.m.
at Stanford.
Fall semester will bring touch football and basketball
In the &IS intramural program

NOW!
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(Think about it)
Even It Isn’t the last "word" in the dictionary, we think you’ll find the phrase doss describe the lost word in boar.
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Gonzales No. 1
in Phelan contest
James Gonzales and John Coppock swept top honors at
the annual Phelan Literary Award ceremonies Wednesday
night in the Home Economics Building.
Gonzales won both the $120 Grand Prize and the $95
first place award in Critical Essay for his essay "A
Mass in the Id of Western Conscience.
Coppock received six awards in various categories.
The 10 categories were patterned verse, sonnet, free verse,
satire, short story, short short story, formal essay, familiar essay, critical essay, and play. No entries received
awards in the play category.
Speaker at the event was Prof. Barnaby Conrad of the
English Department. Conrad is a published author, artist,
and restaurant owner in the bay area.
The Phelan Awards were instituted by the late Senator
Phelan of Saratoga. A spokesman for the English Department said that there has been an annual contest for more
than 30 years based on Phelan’s.grant.
First place awards in all categories were $95, second
place winners received $79, third place took $50, and $35
went to each fourth place winner.
All of the first place winners have published their win fang pieces in the current issue of "Reed" magazine.
Other awards were received by:
Patterned Verse
John Coppock
First
Second Elaine Roe
Third
John Coppock
Fourth Torn McCarty
Sonnet
First
s..104
Third
Fourth

Short Short Story
First
William J Irwin
Second
Bette Johnson
Third
Stella Zarnvil
Fourth
Edwin Richter

No Award
John Coppock
John Coppock
Lynda Shearin

Formal
First
Second
Third
Fourth

Fr. Verse
First
John Coppock
Second David Reynolds
Third
Vincent Madeira, Jr
Fourth Tom McCarty
Satire
F irut
Second
Third
Fourth

Essay
No Award
No Award
No Award
Merritt Clifton

Familiar Essay
First
Second
Third
Fourth 12 awards)

No Award
Dan Williams
Fred Handsfoeld
Boll Swanson

Short Story
First
Bette Johnson
Second
Vincent Medeiros, Jr
Third
Michael Harris
Fourth
Kxiex A Wood

Stella Zarnvi I
William Huttlinger
Marion Singleton
John Coppock
Vincent Medetros, Jr

Critical Essay
Forst
James Gonzales
Second
Merritt Clifton
Third
Marion Singleton
Fourth
Edwin Richt,

Profs stilted
says Hodges
By CHRISTINE WEINSTEIN
Special to the Daily
"I didn’t come here to give a regular book talk," stated
Dr. Harold M. Hodges, professor of sociology as he proceeded to question the five audience members on their opinions on education.
Prof. Hodges advised students last Friday in the College
Union, on the basis of "Teaching as a Subversive Activity", they "must fight to overcome the vicious circle of
a school system we have."
The middle-aged professor continued, "we all begin as
curious and spontaneous beings, then we’re stiffled and
controlled and it doesn’t have to be that way."
Cheating is the only creative channel open to most students now he said.
"Teaching as a Subversive Activity" recommends to:
-eliminate tests,
"eliminate courses,
-eliminate administrators,
-eliminate requirements and
"eliminate restrictions which force learners to sit
still," quoted Prof. Hodges.
Dr. Hodges interpreted that a principal message of Dr.
Postman and Dr. Weingartner, the authors of "Teaching
as a Subversive Activity" was to stop classifying students
into boxes through tests and tracting systems.

-....speatirtaatgiuticile;

meetings
TODAY
CHESS CLUB, noon.4 30 pm. CU
Almaden Room
OPEN DOOR, 9 pm Spartan Cafeteria
ANTHROPOLOGY SOCIETY,
12 30
p in . Serial Science courtyard Or gano.toonal meeting for Pothitcheend
lection of next year’s officers

MISC.
TODAY
FRIDAY FLICKS, "Anne of Thousand
Days." 7 and 10 pm , Morris Dailey
Auditorium 50 cents admission
SECURITY will be licensing bikes and
etching identifying numbers on property, al I afternoon. Building G, Fifth
Street
PI SIGMA ALPHA ANNUAL BANQUET
630 pm. the Del Oro Room at San
Jose Hyatt House President Bun.I
will speak
MALCOLM X DAY: A tribute to Mel coins X will be sponsored by Alpha
Morris Dailey
Kappa Alpha, 2 p
Auditorium
"The World of Buckrninster
FILM:
Fuller" will be shown at 12 30 p in

C U Lorna Pr iet Room
CONCERT: Alice Coltrane, Michael
White, and John Klemmer will appear.
8 p m., Men’s Gym
Sponsored by
the Associated Students
REED MAGAZINE SALE, 9.30 how to
4:30 pm.. C U patio, barber’. pots,
and faculty offices $1 for thr.magatoms
FINAL GRADES will be mailed June
12 to the address on the registrar’s
official
study
lost. Changes of
addresses should be reported to the
Registrar’s Office, room 110. Library
North, no later than May 24
PBS -RED ENDS TODAY f or plusto students and majors in the Industrial Studies Department. Sign up on the fourth
floor of Duncan Mall
HUMANITIES PRE -REGISTRATION
for all upper dovosion courses will
continue through the last day of the
semester in Faculty Office 127.
SCIP
is collwting used children’s
books for the child day care center.
Books may be deposited in collection
Book Room wboxes at the R
hence, Education building, Central
library, Sport. Bookstore, and the
Women’s Center.
THE COUNSEL &NG AND TESTING OF
FICE has extended its academic and
vocational servo.’ to Monday through
Thursdays, 6-9 per , in the Student
Activities and Services Office
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YOU WON’T BELIEVE IT
UNTIL YOU SEE IT
SWIMMING POOL

PANELED WALLS

RECREATION ROOM

SHAG CARPETS
CLOSE TO SCHOOL

NICE FURNITURE

A
ANNOUNCE Mt

NP;

SHAK LEE
ECOLOGICALLY SOUND Home Cleaners (Basic H, L. etc I,
Food Suppiements IInstant Proteonl
Beauty A.thoProteinixedShampoositc
John & Mary Rhoades 297-3866
PISCEAN WATERBEDS
1528 W San Carlos 294 1455 Just
west of Sears King Queen S21, Dbl
$19. TV/In 515, Safety Liners $.2.
Frames. $10 plus 10 Year Guarantee on all beds Water Sofas. U L
Listed headers, pillows, tapestries
Ask about our NB 0 policy 284-1455
-ELEANOR’S FLOWERS of Los Gatos
is a !ovary large "fresh cut" flower
shop We have the best quality flowers
at the lowest prices in town Lovely
carnations at 51 00 doe Inn kidding)
Long stern roses at 53 50 6 $4 50 doe
lie a florists box for additional 650
Daisies 650 bunch, Bachelor Buttons
950 bunch, - Daffodils. Tulips, Iris
Stock, Violets etc etc etc You name
it -we’ve got IV, Whether youbuy one
flower or a dozen you will recetve the
same "fuss & ribbons" Every pur
chase is gift wrapped You never got
so much for so lithe money TRY US- -YOU’LL LIKE US!! We also have a
large selection of potted plants, ter
rariume dish gardens and dry a,
rangement flowers
Everything at
prices you can afford Our specially
is our small ftor the hospital’ or’
rangements at SI 956 52 50 They’re
cute and "just enough" We are open
9 AM to 7 PM daily & Sunday 11/2 day
Holidays) 720 University Ave Los
Gatos 356-6314 or 356-4839 lat the
end of the cyclone fence behind Oak
Meadow Park)
PASSPORT PHOTOS -ONE DAY SERVICE 4 FOR $3.75 IS minutes ser
vice available Daily 8 am -3 p.m
Sat till noon Tinker Bell Studio
1040 The Alameda, $2LI
LIFT YOUR SPIRITS!
Join a college -age BALLET class at
Eufrazia School of Ballet Essential
techniques for the beginning dancer
246-6675 if no answer 241-1776
PUBLIC AUTO MART
has expended into a "Mobile Flea
Market" autos, trucks, boats, motorcycles, trailers. etc We do the advertising, you do the selling, We aver over 2,000 "Prospective Buyers" each
weekend Total cost for seller - $12
(good until so)) fw includes 30 day
listing for any cehicle not sold the
first weekend Based on our experience in March, 35% of all vehicles
were sold after I weekend of display we do even better on V W ’s 6 mod
priced trans vehicle,
Every Sat &
Sun 9-4 Capital Drive -In Theatre
Capital Expressway & Monterey Rd
For further into 287-9566
PUBLIC AUTO MART
"A meeting place for private parties
to buy and sell used vehicles."
VOICE -GUITAR -PIANO
Today’s Music or "Classical" Career
Training or Life -Enrichment Harmony Way Studio -286-6917 or Summer
Session in Santa Cruz 476-6616
MARIJUANA
Come to Calif. Marijuana Initiative
Concert Have fun & help legalization.
Stoneground, Earthquake;
BandsJessie; Wolf, & Whings
Fox Theater, May 1816, 8:00 PM.
2.50 door
200 ado
Get tickets at Blind Pilot, 72 E. San
Fernando or Andre’s Pipe Gallery,
567E Until Clara.
TOSTADAS. Bring this ad on and get
6 TOSTADAS for $100 at SENOR TACO
17th and East Sante Clara Streets
WE OF TEE INFIRMARY would like
to extend an invitation to all San Jose
State students over "21" to celebrate
the Passing of another semester We
are currently featuring our oldies nite
Monday from 8-2 Also our usual Fantastic Happy Hour from 5-7 Mon -Fri
with 1/2 price beer ST JAMES INFIRMARY 390 MOFFETT BLVD MT.
VIEW
NIXON’S THEME SONG: Puppet Man.
Goerge McGovern’s What is Truth,
Let’s change the country’s tune JUNE 6

AUTOMOTIVE
TAKE THE HASSLE OUT of buying
a used auto, truck, motorcycle, hundreds of new vehicles on display each
the best
weekend. Stop by early
buys are sold fast. Free admission.
Free parking. PUBLIC AUTO MART’
1See our ad-announcemeMs1
’67 PONTIAC GTO 4 sp. trans., 400
cu. in., 58,003 mi R & H, 51150
Btit sts., Clean, body on ex cond.
259-5272 or 374-7504
’64 VW BUS. Excellent condition
Engine recently rebuilt
Runs perfectly 286-9542
’62 IMPALA CONV. $250 or offer.
Power steering, 327 co dependable
trans Well cared for TIT, 2870678 or 275-8158
’64 VW VAN ’69 rebuilt engine. Estra
sot of snow tires and chains. Excellent condition Call 356-2028
’67 1NTNL SCOUT 4 wheel drive
Rollbar, long top, 4 speed, extra set
wide rims 6 tires, spare parts.$1,600
327-44711
’SS VW BUG $225 -offer Good transportatoon car Brand new tires. 2511969
FOR SALE ’60 COMET. 4-dr. Good
engine/tires Radio, $250. Eves. 2778730; 5-8 P M only
’67 VW, Squereback. sunroof, new tires,
excellent condition, runs great, $650/
of best offer 287-0453
59 OLDS. Station Wagon, good running
order, new brakes, 5175. Tent -trailer
for summer camping, 5100 244-7621.
PONT. ’69 FIREBIRD 403 Air AT PS
PB am/fm TH Excel Must sell 2493993 or 374-3610 after 5
’61 CORVAIR BUS, Recreation Vehicle,
4 spd, lo mo on rblt eng, new paint,
etc., Ice boo& blt-in camp eqpt, Must
Sell, Call Buzz 295-6107. S450/of r.
’61 VW BUG Most sell Dent in back.
$1,050 Ifix or $950/you fix or offer.
277-2784 days 251-2485 after 6 p
’65 Volks. bug. Good
FOR SALE:
..onditoon.
S600 or best offer. 660
S. 111h St . hsp-st.) after hvo

COVERED PARKING

LARGE, CLEAN

10 FIAT 850 SPIDER, low mileage,
Call
new tires, sun cover, $1400
Ms West est 72293 or 326-6890

AND
FOR SALE

QUIET
2 & 3 Bedroom Apartments
$125 and up
Summer and Fall
470 S. 11th

287-7590

THE PISCEAN
36 5 Fourth. 1,2 block from 5.15
Library King’ Queen complete water’
beds $46 00. Double $44, Twin $33
Frames 510 & up Liners $2, Heaters
$24 and up 10 year guar-sot. on all
beds Also water sofas. organic lure Mellow
lore, pillows, tapestries
sales people and right on prices 35
S 4th 287-7030
SHREDDED FOAM RUBBER 35c per
oound
Any amount Ph 293-2954
SEWING MACHINE: Ward’s 2 lug
model Includes accessories 6 instruction booklet Works good $25 Call
294 6844

LARGEST SELECTION uf currenl.
used paperbacks. records and books.
1/2 price Quality books and records
purchased Top pr ices paid ’’cash, or
trade Lots of fiction, supplernentale
BOOK
RECYCLE
and classics
216-6275 INS 2nd St
FINE CLASSICAL GUITARS FOR PERFORMERS AND TEACHERS. Lessons.
Sunnyvale 793-2671
San Jose’s oldest
WATER BEDS
water bed store Yin Yang Water
Bed Co orwites you to comport
quality, price, and service LIMITED
NUMBER OF PARACHUTES 2811 diameter, orange and white Great for
Only
ceilings, drapes. clothes, etc
Visit one of our stores at 400
$5
18 blocks west of SJSI
Park Ave
Ph 286-1263 or 28 E Campbell Ave
(at Winchester) Ph 378-1040
HAND MADE RINGS. Choose from
rod & gold tiger eye, turquols end
fire agate $1000 6 up Ph 2257472
HELP, HELPI BUSINESS IS LOUSY!
151s off all items in stock with this
ad EXCEPT articles already on sale
THE CLOTHES HORSE BOUTIQUE
of San Jose
36 South First Street
COMPLETE SUPER -8 MOVIE OUTFIT
Vovitar 84 P movie camera & projector
Film editor, splicer, close-up
lenses & more! All equip. no cond
52002751416
Cozy cottage home, 1 bd New rugs,
fireplace, decks. etc in L G hills
Good financing $19,900 353-2291
REED MAGAZINE
3 for 1 sale at
C U , patio. barbeque pits. and F 0
102
NEW RIVERA HIDA-BED, matching
love seat, t.v.. desk, chest drawers,
donett, lamps, statues, woman’s bolie
Best Offer, Call 288-6922 after 6p rn
FOR SALE BY OWNER: One giant
whit house located in inner-city slum,
but owner is feeling the heatdo you
went it George?
ENLARGER Beseler 23C Nadior lens
Accessoroes $200 298-3738
dryer
GIANT POSTER made from any photo
$5 Great gifts
or slide in 1 day
6 decoration SUPER SHOT 353 Merl than 293-5684

HELP WANTED
YOU WANT US,
Your Chance to Help Other People
Money Is A Bonus
Freedom; Fun, Educatoon
SHAKLEE’S UNLIMITED
OPPORTUNITY
ONLY 1/2 BLOCK FROM CAMPUS
466 South 5th 82 297-3866
John So Mary Rhoades
WORK PART TIME NOW and full time
this summer. We train you for an
exciting position in management, with
ALCOA’S largest subsodary. If you
like to work with people, call 2688739 after 4 PM.
ATTRACTIVE GIRLS WANTED for
nude modeling Study while you work
No sex or porno
$50 to $100 per
day
Full or part time, mornings,
afternoons, evenings
Artists &
Models Studio 1415 Alameda $2J
998-1965
PART TIME
S$ EVENINGS $$
Time -Life Books offer steady employment calling our customers evenings
6 p.m. -9 and Saturday am Earn $2$4 on salery and bonuses Pleasant
interesting work for mature ondividal
who can talk easily about books. All
work done in our nearby San Jose
office Leads only. Weekly paycheck.
Call 298-5433 for onterview appt.
OVERSEAS JOBS FOR STUDENTS
America,
Australoa, Europe, S
Africa, etc
All professions and
occupations, $700 to 3,000 monthly.
Expenses paid, overtime. sightseeing.
Fr. information -Write. Jobs Overseas, Dept. P.O. Box 15071, San
Diego, Ca. 92115.
DANCERS, $3 hour upend amateur
topless every Wednesday $15 to all
participants, $2510 winner Prtici
pants offered contract The Brass
Rail 734-1454
WANTED
Student nurses. RN LVN Aides and
Orderlies needed for temp help service in hospital, home, and Dr. of tic.. Call 293-0112 American Rgostry of Nurses Agency
TEACHER OPENINGS: Current listings of hundreds of California schools
seeking teachers on all fields. $3.
Calif School Placement Bureau, 1974
Thousand Oaks, Berkeley, CA,
MAKE 550-$200 DAILY by med..r
on your spare tome at home.
No
Experience
Start at once. Send a
self -add. stamped envelope to Box
1503 Dot A44 Uri Jose, Ca, 95109
SUMMER WORK - Earn $10.00 per
hour . over 590 day. Be your own
boss Michigan St student made over
Deliver or sell
$5.000 last sum
Nat. Zip Code Directories. For sample
and complete details send 51 00 and
your home & school address, to Zip
Code Publishing Co P.O. Box 115
Helenville, Woe, 53137
ON GI BILL but looking for more $5$7
Interested prior service & CONTROL
Group Personnel contact Bill 867-3335
SECRETARY 119-301 needed for fine
High Sierra private Girls Camp. Good
orpnizer, run morn.. etc. No S/H.
Jun -Aug. 14151 967-8612
COUNSELORS (20-35) needed for fine
High Sierra private Girls Camp. InCanoeing, Waterski.
structors for:
Western Riding, Gymnastics,
ing,
Synch, Swim, Typing Also P.E. Majors
lk Dining Rm, Super Am 20-Aug 26
14151 967-8612
STAFF needed for High Sierra Camp.
Dishwashers, Second Cook, Carpenter
Assn’t, Electric. Ass’I, Motorboat
Driver, Gen. maintenance Jun -Aug.
14151 967-9612
NEED HOUSEKEEPER FOR 3 children
lit 2 who, in Juno. Room & board &
550. 274-2349
mobileheadVOLUNTEERS to
quarter units on week -ends with Elaine
Rosenclahl, Demo Candidate 10th C 0
Be on winning learn Call 374-2101
WANT MD/DENTAL DEG & NEED
ADM, ASST, WRITE BOX 3323 STE
CA, 94305
CAN YOU GIVE US 4 HOURS A WEEK)
We need volunteers to work at Zonta
Children’s Center with model-001y to
severely emotionally ill pre-school
children Hours Monday thru Thurs
For more
day, 9-1 or 12:30-4-30
information, contact Connie at 295-3581
APT, MANAGER WANTED, Beginning
August Married students for 50units
2 bdrm turn apt paid util & salary
470 S 11th SI Apt 01, 287-7690

HOUSING
SAN JOSE RESIDENCE CLUB CO-ED.
JUST OFF CAMPUS EXPL FOOD,
LINEN 6 MAID SERV PARKING,
COLOR T V , INSIDE COURTYARD
BEAUTIFUL BUILDING RUN BY
PEOPLE WHO CARE SHARED 20 50/
wk
MEALS OPTIONAL. 10.50/w6.
Ph, 293-7374 2028. 1154.

2 bdrivis in 3 bdrm.
FOR RENT:
Share with 1 male. 1 -year
house
1 -summer only $53.33 ea.
round
289-8073

Men-Rms, with kitchen privileges,
singles and doubles S40 mo and up
Summer & fall 617 So 6th St

LAG. CLN, MOD. APTS. evil. 6/5
Low sum rates. $110/mo no lease rag
prof to mature !rodeo staying thru fall
now for sum 2 blks SJS,
fr. parking. 297-1930 aft 5

FEMALE ROOMMATE needed, ewe
5 bdrm house with 4 others Part
lure very nice with large backyard
$60/mo 293-1644 or drop by 268 S
12th

BIG HOUSE, 2 blks SA, need 4 people
for July and fall, quite reasonable
294-3873

ZOUPLES 1 Bdrm Apt. furn. $123
Summer rates avail. Jima -August
627 5 9th St

MALE ROOMMATES wanted for sum446 South 11th St
mer; $41 each
04 Call 297-8083

MARRIED COUPLES
Large 2 bdrm apt., well-msontained
Quiet bldg., pool, Recently painted
and carpeted $150 mo Resident owner 466 S. SW IT, 286-0944

THREE bedroom house and a two bedroom duplex for rent within one block
of campus 354-7314

ROOMS FOR MEN w/kit priv &
room All private, very clean. newly
redec., and all util paid Awil June
I. 49 South 14th St SunJose 294-5694

ROOMS OPEN IN HOUSE for summer
& possibly fall Males Close to SJS.
Call 287-7853

SUMMER RATES ON ALL RENTALS.
Studios from as low as 555/mo Houses
from 3 to 9 bedrooms. Call 287-4900
for info.

2 FEMALE ROOMMATES needed for
summer Nice, spacious house on 12th
Street, Call Pam 244-2909

WOMEN WANTED to share liberal
house on 15th St. Own room $66/mo
by June 1 Summer & Fall or just summer ok 287-8050

ROOM FOR RENT. One block from
school Private bath. Move in now.
$62. 460 S 4th 297-7088

NEED 2-3 girls to share clean house
on 1215 01 Summer and fall, Own room
Call 294-3779 after 4-30

ROOM FOR RENT 6-6-72. 2 blks.
Summer rates 585
from campus.
S 10th St 292-1587
ONE BDRM, DUPLEX, 540 S 9th
St Available Nowt 5125 mo Come By

YEAR ROUND RATES. 2 br opts,
unfurnished, $125 Drapes, carpetong,
laundry facilities, 15 min from SJS
CALL 293-5995

HOUSES-WOMEN. For suonrne,& next
Just redecor & furn.
school term.
F ireplace, gar disVery cheerful
posal, retrig. & freezer volley ball.
Off Street park.
basketball court.
Summer rates. 406 S. 11th St.

FANTASTIC SUMMER SUBLET.
2
bdrm Wood -paneled house, fireplace,
porch with voew, beautiful yard 5365/
mo 4 miles to SJS 926-3493 (eves)

FLYING SOON?
EAST to Denver. Chicago, New York,
Boston, Washington or Europe WEST
In Hawaii or the Orient
Your TWA
Campus Rep Bruce F reernan.can help
you make your GETAWAY NOW! Sane
1 3 with a TWA YOUTH PASSPORT and
take up to 24 months to pay with a
FREE, EASILY OBTAINABLE, TWA
GETAWAY CREDIT CARD. Calf Bruce
at 281-8668 for information

BRIDAL FAIRS PHOTOGRAPHY
High quality wedding photography for
LOWEST Bay Area rates. $99 includes
gold & white album, 60 color prints
of your choice. BRIDE KEEPS ALL
NEGATIVES. EXtra full color V10 E1.25 each. Staff of 20 photographers.
Make an appointment to see our samples
then decide. Open every evenong until
10 p.m For FREE Bridal Packet call
257-3161

JUST REDUCED
ROOMMATE 2 BDRM, furnished townhouse apt pool, private parking lot,
quiet Near Macy’s Grad student 565

ARTISTS’ MODEL available for artists, photographers, students, groups.
Rates open NO porno
workshops
After 5, weekends, 275-6168

$145

FALL SIGN-UPS
Large 2 & 3 bdrm, 2 bath, apts.
paneled, shag carpeting. AEK, pool,
furnished. Come & compare 470 S.
11th 287-7590

LOST: black & white spronger spaniel
3-4 mo.
reward call 274-0716 was
in vocinoty 017th St. garage.
I FOUND A LOST CHIHUAHUA. Id,
tify - 264-4455
LOST: Stack of 3 x 5 cards
& White Reward 253-9785

LOST: Bobby Kennedy Found: George
McGovern.. VOTE and the choice is
YOURSDON’T VOTE end the choice
is THEIRS

Expose
The Facts !

TYPINsiterm papers, etc., wiper
mated and fast Phone 269-8674

_

FOR PROBLEM PREGNANCY CARE,
pregnancy testing, contraception and
sterilization Call Family Planning
Alternatives 289 9011
-DICK’S AOUASERV
Aquariums repaired, serviced
Buy
293 8006
Sell

ROOMMATE WANTED, start June, own
room & bath, $50 me. call Bill at
297-5759
GIRLS needed to rent 3 bdrrn house
across from SJS Sum and/or fall
$250. Call Katho 736-5837
LRG. CLN, MOD. APTS. evil. 6/5.
Low sum. rates, $80/mo, no lease reg.
prof to mature Indio staying thru
fall. Reserve now for sum. 2 blks.
S.J.S., free parking. 297-1930

FAST, ACCURATE. Experienced typist IBM Selectric-pica Can edit.
4 miles from SJS Mrs Aslanoan, Call
298-4104

BIG HOUSE, 2 blks SiS, need 4 people
for July and fall, quite reasonable.
294-3837

RENT A TV OR STEREO $10 per
nsonth, fre, service, no contract Call
Esche’ 251-2598

MALE, OVER 21, needed to share 2
bdrm apt. own room. $50/mo, summer
655, 11 510, 998-1976

PARACHUTE JUMP INSTRUCTION
All
Complete first jump course
equipment furnished. Special student
rates
Stevens Para -Loft. Oakland
Airport 569-5358

TWO GIRLS NEED HOUSE in Los Gatos
area by June 11! Call Sandy 286-2950
Heather 354-1089 bet 7-12 p.m
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TYPING by part-time legal score
tary. Reasonable rates. Call Lesley
at 263-9299.

NEED 1 roommate ’preferably Asian
female/ for 4 bdrm house from July
thru the school yr 455 N. 9th Call
Sacho. Joyce or Minko at 289-9158

ARABIC BELLY DANCING INSTRUCTION Special rates for students, for ortformation call Until
295-6418

FEMALE ROOMMATE needed to share
2 bdrm unfurn duplex out of the
crowded city Pet o k $60 ea fat
Pref ages 21-26 Call 274-0474
or 238-0873

TAILORING -DESIGNING AL TERAT IONS
For men and women, special rates
for students
CII Nancy 293-5009
Or come -by, 951 Walnut St SJ

’HOUSING’

HOUSE, FURNISHED, for rant. Nice/
spacious two-story, 8 rms., 2/ba w/
basement. Detachedgarage w/Irge yard
& ample off -street parking. Walk to
school. Avail. Jane 5 Call 252-4247
aft. 6 PM wkdays, anytime Sal or Sun.

LOOKING FOR A RESEARCH/writing
els! st ant, I’m available part or fulltime Background journalism/English
Excellent investigatove. organizational
and writing skills Call P. Yergalonis,
967-7531 or write 200 E. Dana, 0069,
Mt View, 94040
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Before You
Move...

THESIS TYPING - ELECTRIC Master’s
Reports Diserttoons
Marianne Temberg 1924 Harris Ave
Call 371-0395, San Jose

Classified Rates

/

-.15 !RE,*

MODERN, QUIET 1 bdrm, apt. well
able 1 June. Drapes, Carpeted, AEK,
close to campus. 5135. 523 E. Reed
294-0203

One
day
$1 SO

I

M

Ifil

(FYI?

’AUTOMOTIVE’

AUTO INSURANCE
low mo rut,’,
No driver refused
Harvey Drearier - 241-3900

MALE Single and double rooms, kitchen
loving room Avail. 1st June
priv
Clean man only 115 So. 14th St. 5.1
286-2704.

111,1115

og‘n’illk_ol,..-4

TYPING, Experienced, fast, Iso edit
ing
Former
English teach,244 -6444 all 6 Mary Brynar

Fall rental Large,
1 BLK. campus
Modern Furnished AEK, 1,2.3, BR,
Apts, Contract 247-8039

Yellow

Need a
Good Ca ?r4
t-.)
Am.
iii 4.!
Iit\
N

WHO’S ON THIRD?
Your friendly neighborhood Typing
Servo. 287-4355 ITRY IT, YOU’L I
LIKE ITO

LARGE HOUSE for rent, cornerof 12th
& San Carlos. call 246-5825 after
10 p in

LOST & FOUND
$40 REWARD for return of 10 -speed
Schwinn taken from 7th St. rack 13ap
Nogues. Call Tom 998-1695 aft. 3pm

TRAVELING?
STAY OVERNIGHT
FREE! Stuck at home? Meet traveling people
ExchaSnge privilegewith members in U.
end Canada
Write
University Travelers Club,
Box 9147, Berkeley, CA 94709

SERVICES

SUMMER RENTALS

FREE:
1 fine dog 12 yrs . male,
1/2 Irish, 1,2 Retreivori to a nice
person with lots of spa, & time
Call 293-5639

GOING TO EUROPE? Bike across
Italy! Write Paola, 2160-2 Patterson

2 63 11113RM. .2 bath, liwury apt ,
completely furnished Phone 269-4409

Large Studio Gas, water, & garbage
paid Near SA 589/mo 165 So
3rd St 298.1055

GOD IS NOT DEAD, but homey commit
suicide on June 6 if you don’t go to
the polls and vote for George McGovern

SUMMER IN EUROPEOnly $2101
Call collect 16171 599-0287 UNITRAVEL CORPORATION

SHARE MTN HOME w/us.
Mellow
upper class or grad. Student wanted
Must be into country living. We’re
into health food, Art. Call 238-1261

FOR RENT. 2 bdrm furnished apt.
Carpets. drapes, garbage 81 water
paid Summer rentals & reservations for fall semester Call 2522243

REED MAGAZINE now on sale in following locations CU Petro. barbeque
pits, F.O. 102, and Spartan Bookstore,

RUSSIA -SCANDINAVIA. 5 ohs. $350
inclusive. London departures. Small
group camping travel (ages 18-301.
Also Eueope, Africa. Write: Whole
Earth Expeditions. Ltd., U.S. Agents
for Transit Travel Ltd., Box 1497
It C., Mo. 64141

JUST REDUCED SUMMER RATES(’ al I
tool 2 & 3 bdrrn., air-cnd., modern,
kg., 695 S. 11th 275-1974

28 yr. old
MALE RM, NEEDED:
Sr. like to share clean, quiet, 2
bdrm opt with clean mature straight
person, prefer non-smoker. Call
George 296-6980

$125

You are invited to a
TABLE 5:
post - graduation pig out at Cholas
(we’ re speaking now) Please come by,
would like to see you before I leave
for Chocago, Jimmy.

JET CHARTER FLIGHTS
LONDON from $129 ONE WAY
EUROPE, HONG CONG, ORIENT
Weekly Departures!
PLEASE CONTACT 415-771-3331
Win a free trip to London

SMALL HOUSE wanted in Los Gatos,
Saratoga. or Mts Please call Mickey
286-0483, If you know of one, reward

NEW
$145
POOL, RECREATION LOUNGE
W Glen area, Adults 1 bdrm Medot.
Furn, Wood Paneling, Huge Closets,
Insul Close to bus. Shops 6 mon, to
2 bdrm. 5170.00
fwy. 17 al 280.
266-3879

YOUR PERSONALIZED HOROSCOPE
SEND HOUR, PLACE, DATE
$10.
(DAY/MO./YEAR) OF BIRTH. ASTROSCOPES. P.O. BOX 4561, STA.
C, SAN JOSE, CA. 95126.

OVERSEAS JOBS FOR STUDENTS
Australia, Europe, S America, Africa
etc All professions and occupatoons
5703 to 53,000 monthly Expenses paid
Free infor
overtime, sightseeing
mation-Write Jobs Overseas, Dept
04 P.O Box 15071, San Diego, Ca
92115

FEM. ROOMMATES to share unfurn
house blk from SJS. June -Sept Own
room $50 Pets 287-2769

FEMALE ROOMMATE needed immediately 1/2 block from campus
$59 mo Lower in Summer 297-2737
427S. 51h St. Apt 6.

FINE FOR DOPE
11 I sell enough candles (large, scented.
& only $200) to pay my FINE for
smokong grass. ($600) they won’t send
Come by
me to jail on May 13
7th & San Carlos and meet a real live
crominal

DON’T CUT YOUR LONG HAIR, get
a short -hair wig. All styles J & J
Wigs, Vale Village, crnr of Homestead & Wolfe Rd.

UNIVERSITY TRAVELERS CLUB
Traveling this summer? Stay overnight free! Stuck at home?
Host
travelers. Meet friendly people. Ex chenge privileges with members in
U.S. ar Canada. Write now for full
details UTC, P.O. Box 9147, Berkeley
Calif. .z4709

FOR RENT -UNFURNISHED HOUSE
2 bdrm. & sleeping porch, living room
w/fireplace large dining room. Rent
$250/mo. !summer) $225/mo. 375 S.
17th Call 262-9329 for appointment to
see Avail June 41h No pets

CHEAP SUMMER RENT $95. For
clean, comfortable 1 bdrm, turn..
apts. Well maintained by owner 297O465 or 294-7332 Reservations now
available. 633 A 9th St

PERSONALS
I MAKE CAST GOLD di SILVER wed
ding bands & other jewelry, all one
of a kind. If you have unusual desires in this area call me at 3548804 or come by Old Town in Los
Gatos afternoons Wednesday through
Saturday.
George Larirnore

Earn extra money! Whole blood &
Plasma programs $1 00 Bonus woth
student ID on first visit Calif Blood
Bank Foundation 35 So Almaden Ave.
opposite Greyhound Bus Depot phone
294-6535

EURORAIL -tours sofaflights
carrentals-hostels -pensions sports
europeancars-shipping-sleeping bags
mountainboots, etc
Condor. 2305
Wilshire Boulevard Santa Monica 213,
828-6084

FEMALE ROOMMATE for summer to
share 2 bdrm. apt w/3 others 526.00/
mo. air cond 298-6431.

GIRLS ONLYI New rooms with kitchen priv
From $60.
99 S. 9th
and 278 S. 10th. Across campus parking. phone 295-8526 or 296-8514.

56 No Santa Cruz Ave
Los Gatos, Calif 95030
Phone 354 7540

EUROPE -ISRAEL -EAST AFRICA
Student Travel Discounts, on.pensive
student ...molars through out West
and East Europe. including Russia.
SOFA agent for inter -European student
charter flights.
CONTACT: ISCA
11687 San Vocente Blvd, 04 LA Calif.
90049 TEL: 12131 826-5669 (213) 82E0995 or call campus rep: Ste. Cosel
14151 845-7131 hours 4-7 pm

1 FEMALE ROOMMATE to live with
one other, Beautiful 1 bdrm apt. on
7th St 550/mo Summer, cound cont
in fall 294-1744

GIRLS WANT 3 151371M HOUSE to rent
Call Angie 288-6718,
near SJSC

REED MAGAZINE - Now on sale in
following locations C U patio, bor3 for 1
acite* pits, and P0 102
sale.

NINTH ANNUAL JET FLIGHTS
EUROPE- FROM $299 ROUND TRIP
JAPAN:
FROM $349 ROUND TRIP
CALL:
FLIGHT CHAIRMAN -19161
451-7905
4248 OVERLAND. DEPT B.
CULVER CITY, CA.. 90230

FURNISHED STUDIOS $100 to $125
Call manager 292-5979

SHARE AN APT. Male, Rent S160/mo
235 S. 1416 St 286-7708 Ask for Grant

SUMMER OLYMPICS- -Going to Europe
Games
this summery See the Olympics
low
in Munich, Germany Contact us for
cost rooms. Games tickets
GATOS
LOS
OF
TRAVEL ADVISORS
56 No Santa Cruz Ace

TRANSPORTATION

ROOMS FOR RENT -Summer rotes $40/
mo Private room. 295-7438

ROOMS, IVY HALL, 279E San Fernando. across from administration
bldg. single, double Kitchen priv ,
Taking sssss vations
well managed
for summer & fall semester. Summer
rates June -Sep. 294-6472, 293-9814,
253-8434

WOODED SECLUDED CAMPSITES
available Santa Cruz mountains. lake,
redwoods, pines, Nudism I lowed
Write P0.Box 21323 St James Branch,
San Jose

BOSS TWEED SAID, "I don’t care who
does the electing as long as I do the
nominating" WHO’LL DO YOUR NOMINATING JUNE 6?

MOUSES FOR RENT
SUMMER
$150
480 So. 3rd
$175
127 E. William
295-7438
Available 6-15

APARTMENT MANAGER
Couple wanted 11 child ok) to manage
9 unit apt near campus $55 rent reduction on 2 bdrm turn apt. 2957438

RIDE NEEDED TO NEW YORK on or
Must be tfoire before
about June I
Willing to share expenses
June 8
& droving Call 293 8677

Become involved The Jack Douglas
School for Emotionally Handicapped
Adolescents needs volunteers now on
Mondays. Wednesdays, and Fridays
Also, every weekday during summer
Located at 619 N Forst St , from
9-3 call 275-8395, evenings call 297
5108

APT. FOR RENT -Modern turn across
from Duncan Hall, 230 E San SalvaSummer rate 5110 294-6028
dor
evening or call Mr Lee 294-8758

BAY WINDOW ROOM for rent in
large house Summer only. Sunny,
$80 Call
cheerful with cool b
Jeanine 998-2993

Fast, neat, ex
interior or ex
par room, $150
1612

WILL do painting
perienced ’writing
tenor Rates $15
per house Call 247

GIRLS only Pr oat. Nen available ii
5 Bd house, summer & fall 72-73
Kitchen & front ern Intl No pets,
300 blk on 5 11th 296-2660

STUDENT RENTALS
Furnished Nooses
3 64 Bedrooms
2 Baths
Furnished Apts 6 Studios
I & 2 bedrooms
Rental Specialists since 1955
Boren; Realty, 295 No 10th
Call 297-2410

Prsonals
Services
10 Transportation

C.ly
SE ND CHECK, MONEY ORDER OR
CASH TOSPARTAN DAILY
CLASSIFIED,
SAN JOSE STATE
COLLEGE, CALIF 95114

Enelos id

$

F

Days

Deadline 1 wo days prior to publication
Consecutive publicaloon albs only
No refunds on canrellra
PHONE 277 3175
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